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Annotation 

The bachelor thesis deals with features and distribution of reporting verbs and nouns in 

academic discourse. It is divided into two parts, the first of which aims to present theoretical 

background and clarify the terminology of academic discourse, reporting verbs, direct and 

indirect reported speech, and reporting nouns. The practical part is subdivided into two main 

chapters, where the semantic classification and grammatical features of reporting verbs and 

nouns are analyzed based on the excerpts from academic journals. 

 

Key words 
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Název 

Slovesa a podstatná jména uvozující nepřímou řeč v akademickém diskurzu 

 

Anotace 

Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá prvky a rozšíření sloves a podstatných jmen uvozujících 

nepřímou řeč v akademickém diskurzu. Je rozdělena do dvou částí, z nichž první cílí na 

představení teoretického pozadí a objasnění odborné terminologie týkající se akademického 

diskurzu, sloves uvozujících nepřímou řeč, přímé a nepřímé řeči, a podstatných jmen 

uvozujících nepřímou řeč. Praktická část je dále rozdělena do dvou hlavních kapitol, kde je 

analyzována sémantická klasifikace a gramatické kategorie sloves a podstatných jmen 

uvozujících nepřímou řeč na základě výňatků z akademických časopisů. 
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Introduction 

Academic discourse is a type of prose that every member of academia, be it a student or a 

lecturer is surrounded by commonly and regularly in a role of a reader or a writer. Writing an 

academic paper requires the usage of reporting verbs, possibly reporting nouns as well, to be 

able to acknowledge authors’ prior research, to convey writers’ opinion and assessment of the 

research, and to express their possible interpretation or non-interpretation. 

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to analyze the usage of reporting verbs and nouns in 

academic discourse. The thesis is divided into a theoretical part, containing definitions, 

explanations, clarifications, and examples of terminology concerning academic discourse and 

reporting verbs, and a practical part, containing the analysis of form and function of reporting 

in chosen research papers and studies and examination of its distribution. 

The theoretical part consists of four major chapters explaining the crucial terminology 

needed for this paper. As the academic research papers are the source for further analysis, the 

characteristics of academic discourse, its writing style, and specific language features, and 

discourse, in general, are presented, as well as the term discourse community, since it is 

fundamental in order to perceive it as a complex unit. Indirect reported speech is introduced in 

the second chapter, providing explanations and illustrations of possible structures, syntactic 

functions, and backshift with regard to the usage in academic prose, as backshift is quite rare 

to find in academic texts, although it is a large and significant part of reported speech in general. 

The next chapter is devoted to reporting verbs and is divided into several subchapters, 

explaining many possible functions of these verbs, presenting categorizations according to 

various principles and methods further applied in the later analysis, and introducing the 

connections between voice, tense and aspect, and writer’s attitude or opinion towards the cited 

author or his/her statement. As reporting nouns are examined in the thesis as well, the last 

chapter presents fundamental features of reporting nouns and clarifies the process of 

nominalization, therefore their production and construction. Since the preceding research on 

reporting nouns is very limited, it will be further dealt with in greater detail in the practical part. 

The analysis uses the excerpts of reporting found in academic journals and examines 

them in two main chapters, analyzing reporting verbs and nouns separately. The excerpts can 

be found in the appendices at the end of this thesis. The first chapter contains an introduction 

of specific academic journals used as a source for the corpus and a brief discussion and 

presentation of the corpus itself. The analysis of the reporting verbs contains the general 
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overview of the corpus findings, and examination and interpretation of distribution according 

to semantic classification and grammatical features such as tense, voice and aspect. Reporting 

nouns are examined from the point of view of semantics as well, and their possible syntactic 

positions are also analyzed. 

1 Academic Discourse 

The following chapter focuses on a complex characterization of the term academic discourse. 

Although this bachelor thesis is concerned only with written discourse, it is essential to 

characterize discourse in general, both spoken and written in order to define this term precisely. 

The term discourse community and its significance are introduced as well. Lastly, particular 

language features specific for academic writing are discussed. 

Discourse is defined by Gee as a combination of language with purpose and background 

world knowledge, context, various ways of thinking, beliefs, or ideology, with which humans 

construct their identities, status, integrity, and relationships via language (Gee 1999, 13). 

Therefore, discourse can be understood as the process of presenting a person’s information and 

understanding of the world and subsequently integrating this knowledge into individual words, 

phrases, and whole utterances using language and other semiotic resources, such as various 

kinds of signs, for instance visual, or auditory. The length of discourse is a widely discussed 

topic, on which a part of the scholars cannot agree. Thornborrow and Wareing claim that the 

term discourse “is used to refer to any piece of connected language, written or spoken, which 

contains more than one sentence (Thornborrow and Wareing 1998, 189).” However, as 

Widdowson argues, a connected sequence of sentences does not have to necessarily compose a 

unified text or discourse. He even points out that a discourse can as a matter of fact be smaller 

than a simple sentence. For instance, he mentions the public notice ‘KEEP OFF THE GRASS’, 

which can be considered a discourse for its intention to convey a meaning of the prohibition, as 

people are able to connect this type of signs to their cultural contexts of what they know to be 

conventional (Widdowson 2007, 4-5). Hence, the essential characteristic of what can be 

considered discourse, length regarded, is the motive to convey meaning for the readers, who 

possess the ability to deduce the wider meaning from such a simple straightforward sign as 

‘KEEP OFF THE GRASS’ based on context and general conventions in the world. This 

particular characteristic Jones described as a texture, in the role of a “quality, that makes a 

particular set of words or sentences a text, rather than a random collection of linguistic items 
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(Jones 2012, 6).” Thus, the essence of discourse as a concept may not be vital to the length or 

size but relations within the text and with readers or listeners.  

Academic discourse, whether spoken or written, is a significant and inseparable part of 

an academic career or studies at the university, which could not possibly exist without its texts 

and discourse. According to Hyland, academic discourse does not only refer to the mindset and 

using a particular type of language typical for the academia, but it also simultaneously 

constructs the social roles and relationships which create academics, scholars, and students, 

“sustaining the universities, the disciplines, and creating knowledge itself”, which all 

completely depend on language to achieve, including educating students and demonstrating 

learning (Hyland 2009, 1). Swales (1990) and Hyland agree that academic discourse is the heart 

of the entire academic community and fundamental for all university activities, it is “the means 

by which institutions legitimate knowledge, reward success, regulate admission, control 

membership and induct novices” (Hyland 2009, 67). Therefore, almost everything that is 

produced and conducted by people involved in academia, whether teachers, students, or 

research workers, is constructed through and relies only on language. 

1.1 Discourse Community 

Common shared background information, values, culture, beliefs, and agreed public goals of 

people at the academy form a discourse community. According to Swales, in addition to 

particular genres used almost exclusively by the academic discourse community, scholars have 

also acquired some specific vocabulary. That includes common phrases familiar to the larger 

public used in special and technical ways or using highly technical terminology as in medical 

communities since a person who is not a member of this discourse community does not have a 

chance to understand, which is one of the intentions of creating such lexis. However, as in 

nearly all discourse communities, specific abbreviations and acronyms for technical 

terminology are developed for connection, the transmission of information, feedback, and more 

effective and practical intercommunication with the individual members of the discourse 

community (Swales 1990, 26). During the process of sharing information, knowledge, and 

philosophy, readers create various relationships between different texts in order to comprehend, 

which constitutes intertextuality. Jones states that it does not only mean combining people’s 

thoughts, but it can also combine genres or social languages (Jones 2012, 18). As Hyland adds, 

the way that academic writers construct their discourse is bound to their recognition, 

comprehension, and perspective of the real world. This perspective is affected and determined 
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by their membership and participation in the community activities, merging with other members 

and influencing each other. “Academic discourse is, therefore, a reservoir of meanings that give 

identity to a culture (Hyland 2009, 46).” 

The membership itself and the participation in the academic discourse community is to 

some extent restricted. Newcomers and apprentices need to be accepted by the senior and more 

experienced members with an already established reputation. As Hyland explains, these more 

advanced individuals possess the authority and determine “who gets heard” and whose work or 

research is worth publishing and supporting (Hyland 2009, 65). Biber stated that all neophytes, 

especially students, must endure obstacles, difficulties, and even failures or faux pas concerning 

the new usage of language (Biber 2006, 1). Therefore, all members within the academy, not 

only educate and train novices to create knowledge and to develop their construction of a real-

world perspective but also “sustain the prestige”, reputation, and prominence of the community 

with outsiders (Hyland 2009, 14). 

Members of the academic discourse community created and acquired several specific 

genres of both spoken and written discourse, for instance, argumentative essays, research 

articles, lectures, presentations, seminars, or bachelor, diploma, and dissertation theses. As the 

whole discourse community is interconnected, the reader or listener is expected to possess some 

background knowledge based on other works regarding a similar topic to be able to comprehend 

the text or speech or to participate in a discussion. Cameron suggests that real-world knowledge 

is very relevant to the interpretation of any discourse, she also adds that writers’ understanding 

of the world is not completely expressed in the discourse itself, but on the contrary, people’s 

comprehension is largely influenced by other discourses used by them (Cameron 2001, 15). 

Similarly, Hyland states that the background knowledge, situational context, and the co-textual 

context are crucial to how spoken and written discourse is produced and understood because 

writers cannot express everything that needs to be stated and explain every technical term to 

detail and thus it is necessary for them to presume that readers already have at least elementary 

knowledge of the subject matter (Hyland 2009, 13-49). Hence, what discourse participants or 

readers know about what they are able to observe in their environment, about the world and its 

conventions, and about aspects of life is vital for comprehending. The sociohistorical 

perspective of each individual participant also plays a significant role, as well as each sub-group 

entering and engaging in any academic activity, as they, in turn, have to “integrate linguistic 

and contextual assumptions to recover relevance and meaning from a text” (Hyland 2009, 13). 

To exemplify this phenomenon, writers of, for instance, linguistic research papers, or any other 
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scientific work, cannot explain or describe to details all the terminology and every concept used 

in their study, as it would be needlessly long and redundant. Therefore, it is necessary to assume 

that readers shall possess the knowledge to understand acknowledged terms that are generally 

agreed upon by the discourse community. 

1.2 Language Features 

It is certain that academic discourse, especially written, is considered distinctively different 

from other texts and discourses, notably from the linguistic point of view, as it is conventional 

to acquire very specific lexis, cohesive and coherent devices, and grammar as well. Even 

individual genres within the academy differ from one another. For instance, according to Biber, 

genres such as seminars, colloquia, or discussions are, regarding form and language, nearer to 

“casual conversations in their relative informality and spontaneity”, as they are usually 

interactive, including questions to the audience, but simultaneously still formal to some extent 

and with the purpose of higher education (Biber 2006, 4). Moreover, Swales suggests that the 

specifics of written academic discourse do not involve only language itself, but also tenor, 

appropriacy, and relevance of topics, functions, and positioning of individual discoursal 

elements within the texts, and the roles texts play in the discourse community (Swales 1990, 

26).  

As reported by Biber et al., written academic discourse differs from other kinds of texts 

like fiction or newspaper by being much more descriptive, using adjectives three times more 

often. On the other hand, verbs are less common to be found, apart from certain types, regularly 

used particularly in academic texts, for instance, the copula be (the grass is green), derived 

verbs (characterize), and mainly passive voice (a star was discovered) verbs (Biber et al. 1999, 

507). The occurrence of contractions, as well as prepositional or phrasal verbs, is rather rare, as 

single verb forms are more desirable if available. In addition, Swales states that the prescriptive 

view of grammar condemns the use of split infinitives with an adverbial modifier inserted 

between to and the verb (to secretly admire), hence, this phenomenon is not frequent, however, 

it can be occasionally used to avoid awkwardness or ambiguity (Swales 2012, 24). He also 

claims that using by with a human agent is quite uncommon in formal academic writing, except 

when describing the history of the field (Swales 2012, 122). This phenomenon may be caused 

by the frequent attempt of removal of the writer from the text to prioritize the data and research 

over the author's personal opinions (Hyland 2009, 13). 
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2 Indirect Reported Speech 

Academic discourse usually requires the use of citations, quotations, and paraphrasing, putting 

such structures as reporting clauses in an essential position for writers to be able to acknowledge 

other authors' studies and research. 

The reported speech itself can be divided into two main types: direct and indirect speech. 

Quirk et al. (1985) and Coulmas (1986) also include two additional categories, namely free 

direct and indirect speech. Direct speech quotes the original source word for word and is usually 

placed within quotation marks as in the example [1], whereas indirect speech reports a thought 

or a sentence said by somebody else without directly quoting it, using paraphrases, summaries, 

and other stylistic devices as shown in the example [2]. 

[1] David said to me after the meeting, ‘In my opinion, the arguments are not convincing.’ 

[2] David said to me after the meeting that in his opinion the arguments were not convincing. 

  It is also important to define free direct and indirect speech in order to be able to 

distinguish them, even though they are not relevant considering the aim of this thesis. Free 

direct and indirect speech are mainly used for reporting speech or stream of thought in 

narratives and fiction. They both are very similar to ordinary reported speech, however, they 

lack a reporting clause or any other introductory phrase signaling a quotation, such as ‘he said’. 

Therefore, the only indicators of free indirect speech are backshift, and changes in personal 

pronouns and deictic words [3]. Free direct speech, on the other hand, is signaled by the usage 

of present tense to refer to past time, as it is blended with the narrative [4] (Quirk et al. 1985, 

1032). 

[3] Max was feeling remorseful. He shouldn’t have spoken to them so harshly. He would have 

to apologize to them next time he saw them (Huddleston and Pullum 2002, 1029). 

[4] I sat on the grass staring at the passers-by. Everybody seemed in a hurry. Why can’t I have 

something to rush to? (Quirk et al. 1985, 1033) 
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2.1 Form and Function of Reporting and Reported Clauses 

The original speaker’s statement is usually introduced by a reporting clause as an introductory 

phrase signaling a quotation. As Quirk et al. mention, it can involve additional information such 

as, whether the language is in speech, writing or only a thought, who is the addresser (Shaun 

told us), the manner or form of speaking (Paul said enthusiastically), or the situation of the 

speaker (replied, explained), (Quirk et al. 1985, 1020). 

Charles distinguishes three clause types based on the grammatical subject of the 

reporting clause: a noun group with human reference, a noun group with non-human reference, 

and introductory it followed by passive voice (Charles 2006, 313). 

[5] Skinner argues that historical texts should be read in their intellectual context. 

[6] A model for this system predicts that 1 lm is a reasonable order estimate for the size... 

[7] It is thought that this may provide some improvement. 

Reported clauses are frequently found in post-predicate position, therefore after the 

verb, reporting most frequently indirect speech, cogitations, and thoughts. Biber et al. determine 

two notable aspects of that-clauses: a personal, human noun phrase of the main clause, and an 

active voice verb as the predicate, which corresponds to Charles’ first that-clause type (Biber 

et al. 1999, 675). Categorization of that-clauses into three possible structural patterns, 

introduced also by Biber et al., depends on the verb used. The example [8] shows the most 

common structure, containing only the verb and that-clause. Another pattern involves a verb, a 

noun phrase, and that-clause, used with transitive verbs, such as persuade, tell or teach as in [9]. 

The last possible structure illustrated in the example [10] includes the verb, to noun phrase, and 

that-clause, generally with ditransitive verbs taking an indirect and direct object (Biber et al. 

1999, 661-662). 

[8] I didn’t agree that he should be compelled to do singing. 

[9] I persuaded myself that something awful might happen. 

[10] I suggested to Miss Kerrison that she sit down on the chair and wait. 

The most basic classification of reporting clauses in academic discourse is a citation and 

a general reference. A citation includes clearly expressed reference points such as citational 

name or number [11], in contrast with general reference, which is related to reporting several 
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researchers or theories [12] (Charles 2006, 314-315). Citation in general, is further categorized 

into integral and non-integral, which will be further explained in chapter Reporting verbs. 

[11] Pope and Paider (1982) reported another intriguing feature of the YSA... 

[12] Neo-classical growth theories accept that technological progress is central to growth... 

It is very common for reported clauses of indirect speech to take the position of nominal 

that-clause, which can function for instance as an object clause [13] (always as direct object), 

subject [14], or subject complement [15] as demonstrated in the examples below (Quirk et al. 

1985, 1025). 

[13] Neighbors said that as a teenager he had earned his pocket money by delivering 

newspapers. 

[14] It was said that as a teenager Max had earned his pocket money by delivering newspapers. 

- extraposed subject 

[15] What neighbors said was that as a teenager he had earned his pocket money by delivering 

newspapers. 

As Biber et al. emphasize, extraposed that-clauses more typically report a certain 

position, manner, or stance [16] than human’s written or spoken statements, as they usually do 

not concern any particular person (Biber et al. 1999, 661). 

[16] It is vitally important that both groups are used to support one another. 

2.2 Backshift in Academic Discourse 

Using indirect reported speech often requires changing the tense forms of the verbs, due to 

potential change of relevance of a situation or a piece of information contained in the original 

sentence. This phenomenon is termed backshift, constructing a relationship of verb forms in the 

reporting and reported clauses known as the sequence of tenses (Quirk et al. 1985, 1026). 

Backshift in academic discourse is rather rare to find, as the citations and references are mostly 

made to research or studies with present validity and relevance. Additionally, as Biber et al. 

imply, the present tense is used to express the belief of the discourse community that the 

premises and hypotheses are significant and applicable, regardless of time (Biber et al. 1999, 

458). Although mental and cognitive verbs also do not necessarily have to be backshifted, they 

are used significantly less than other semantic classes, as these verbs tend to be subjective, 

which is undesirable within the academy. 
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The following examples show the apparent difference between academic prose and 

fiction or conversation regarding the necessity of backshift. 

[17] She said she didn’t agree with the changes that have been made in her office. 

[18] Rohdenburg agrees with Neumann that the use of preposition correlates with an increasing 

complexity of the object. 

3 Reporting Verbs 

3.1 Definition and Functions 

As has been said, reporting verbs are considered a fundamental and key aspect of written 

academic discourse. Although the consistent explicit definition has not been allocated by the 

scholars, they emphasize many various characteristics and attributes, focusing on different 

viewpoints and angles. The most apparent and elementary feature is the function of 

acknowledgment. As Charles points out, writers are able to recognize authors’ prior research, 

giving them the credit for their work, but at the same time establishing writer’s own plausibility 

and expertise by demonstrating familiarity and understanding in the field of study (Charles 

2006b, 311). Reporting verbs are one of the basic apparatuses for writers to build intertextuality, 

analyze other sources’ arguments and apply them to underline their own and make them reliable 

(Liardét 2019, 39). Hyland adds that reporting and attribution to another source are certainly 

one of the most important realizations of the research writer in a sociological domain, as, by 

persuasive, justified arguments and claims, the prospect of acceptance and approval by the 

academic discourse community is being enhanced and reporting verbs themselves have the 

ability to precisely convey a piece of information along with the writer’s attitude towards it 

(Hyland 1999, 341-344). This act of recognition is of course not only beneficial for the writer, 

but it is also mandatory under the law, thus absolutely necessary to avoid accusations of 

plagiarism. Liardét argues that although writers endeavor to appear objective and detached from 

their arguments and evidence, they are as a matter of fact largely biased as they convey their 

own interpretation and attitude by positioning, emphasis, and omission of reporting verbs 

(Liardét 2019, 38). Therefore, by the vocabulary used, sentence structure, boosters, or hedges, 

writers are gradually developing their own evaluation and stance towards individual claims and 

studies as well as towards the whole research. 
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Evaluation is an additional major function of reporting verbs. As Thompson and Ye 

have pointed out, writers are conventionally required to justify citing or paraphrasing the author 

in the present context. While quoting other sources, writers logically express their assessment 

and attitude towards a citation or research, using various rhetorical devices, mostly including 

reporting verbs or implementing it in the whole text or passage, relying solely on the context. 

Even omitting the reporting verb whatsoever may signify a certain evaluation or opinion on the 

original citation. For instance, Thompson and Ye suggest that not using the reporting verb 

indicates some level of agreement, as in the example [19], extracted from Swales paraphrasing 

another author (Thompson and Ye 1991, 369).  

[19] And certainly, given the fissiparous tendencies within late twentieth-century graduate 

education, diversity is apparent enough (Bazerman 1981). 

An accidental evaluation may imply undesired meanings in academic discourse and can 

cause both syntactic and semantic problems. Bloch states that inappropriately chosen reporting 

verb may even lead to the problem of sources transparency and allegations of plagiarism. As 

young writers tend to select a variety of random reporting verbs, the overall message and idea 

may considerably suffer (Bloch 2010, 221). Hence, the choice of suitable and proper reporting 

verbs has a great impact on the credibility and quality of the paper, as well as on the success or 

failure of the writer in their academic discourse community. 

3.2 Verb Categorizations 

As academic novices need to acquire the knowledge of proper reporting verbs selection to be 

able to make improvements and progress within the academy, many experienced scholars 

classified and categorized reporting verbs according to their varied aspects, denotations, and 

possible connotations, helping the students to be aware of all the possibilities and meanings 

they can communicate through these verbs. 

All authors, whose work includes reporting verbs agree on one elementary division, 

originally introduced by Swales (1990), namely integral and non-integral citation. Integral 

citation is defined as a research report in which the name of the researcher appears as a sentence 

element with an explicit grammatical role, often, but not always, in the reporting clause. Non-

integral citation, on the other hand, has the original author’s name in brackets, or in a footnote, 

referred to by a superscript number. This distinction is illustrated in the examples below 

(Liardét 2019, 38): 
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[20] Doró et al. (2014, 34) argues that employing the most suitable and effective RV requires a 

certain level of expertise in academic writing. 

[21] Employing the most suitable and effective RV requires a certain level of expertise in 

academic writing (Doró et al. 2014, 34). 

The name of the researcher in integral citations can appear as a subject [20], passive agent [21], 

as part of possessive noun phrase [23] or as an adjunct of reporting [24] (Swales 1990, 148): 

[22] The moon’s cheesy composition was established by Brie (1988). 

[23] Brie’s theory claims that... 

[24] According to Brie... 

Swales also suggests that the distribution of integral and non-integral citations may be 

determined by a citation style used by the writer (Swales 1990, 149). Liardét comments on this 

division that writers who foreground the evidence as in the example [21] follow an information 

prominent structure, while those who focus more on the source of the evidence are considered 

author prominent (Liardét 2019, 38).  

Thompson and Ye’s threefold classification is very complex and detailed, building a 

foundation for many contemporary scholars and papers concerned with reporting verbs. Their 

first basic division is to author acts and writer acts, referring to the author as the original source, 

and writer as the citing person. Author acts are further divided into three categories according 

to their denotation: textual, mental, and research verbs. Textual verbs refer to processes in 

which verbal expressions occur, for instance, state, write, term, underline, point out, name, 

deny. Mental verbs involve internal mental processes articulated in the author’s text, such as 

believe, think, focus on, consider, prefer. The last subgroup of author acts, research verbs, 

concern the author’s characterization and explanation of their research, for example, measure, 

calculate, quantify, obtain, find. The writer acts refer to the processes of the reporting writer, 

including verbs such as anticipate, contrast with, accord with, or correspond to. Although they 

cannot be considered reporting verbs, Thompson and Ye argue they should be included because 

they complete the continuum and the choice between author and writer acts is a central factor 

in evaluation (Thompson and Ye 1991, 369-371). As all the aforementioned groups overlap 

with each other, placing individual verbs in particular categories depends completely on the 

context. 
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Figure 1 Summary of Categorization (Thompson and Ye 1991, 371, figure 1) 

 

Another fundamental classification proposed by Thompson and Ye is determined by the 

evaluative potential in reporting verbs, concerning three categories: author’s stance, writer’s 

stance, and writer’s interpretation. The author’s stance involves the attitude or opinion towards 

the legitimacy of a piece of information and is divided into three groups, namely positive, 

negative and neutral. If the author is reported as introducing the information as real and valid, 

it is considered a positive stance and can include verbs such as accept, emphasize, hypothesize, 

invoke, note, point out, posit, reason, subscribe to. On the other hand, if the information is 

presented as inaccurate or false, negative verbs are used (attack, challenge, dismiss, dispute, 

diverge from, object to, oppose, question, reject). Neutral stance verbs do not convey any 

attitude to the validity of the claim (assess, examine, evaluate, focus on, pose, quote, tackle, 

undertake). The writer’s stance also includes three subgroups: factive, as the writer presents a 

claim or a statement as correct or true (acknowledge, bring out, demonstrate, identify, improve, 

notice, prove, recognize, substantiate, throw light on), counter-factive verbs, on the contrary, 

indicate writer’s negative opinion concerning author’s arguments and assess them as false 

(betray, confuse, disregard, ignore, misuse) and non-factive with no clear indication of writer’s 

judgment (advance, believe, claim, examine, generalize, propose, retain, utilize). According to 

Thompson and Ye’s study, counter-factive verbs are rarely used in research papers and 

academic discourse in general. The writer’s interpretation concerns verbs further commenting 

on the author’s statement or hypothesis and are divided into three types: author’s discourse 

interpretation, using verbs for clarifying how the reported statement is integrated with author’s 

discourse (add, comment, continue, detail, mention, note, recast, repeat, remark, sketch), 

author’s behavior interpretation, expressing author’s reason and opinion about a reported 

proposition (admit, advocate, assert, criticize, hint, emphasize, favor, hypothesize, insist, 

remind, warn), status interpretation verbs present the function and purpose of a cited 

information in writer’s text (account for bring out, confirm, overcome, establish, prove, solve), 

and non-interpretation, not indicating any subjective opinions or attitudes, therefore the 
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reported suggestion appears objective, using verbs as adopt, apply, calculate, observe, say, see, 

use, write (Thompson and Ye 1991, 371-373).  

Hyland simplified Thompson and Ye’s classification of reporting verbs and reduced it 

to the denotation and specific activities they concern, and the fact evaluation, altering the 

terminology to research (real-world) acts, cognition acts and discourse acts, however, the 

meanings remain unchanged (Hyland 1999, 349-350). 

Bloch has taken a completely different approach towards his systematic division of 

reporting verbs, as he has sorted them into six categories representing the possibilities of 

choices, overall process, and the chain of decisions a writer has to make during citing authors 

and reporting their claims or hypotheses. The categories involve vocabulary choice, 

integral/non-integral citation, descriptive/informative verbs (descriptive type of sentence 

presents a general explanation or summary of the research cited, whereas in an informative 

sentence a specific citation, statement, or premise can be found), the writer/author distinction, 

as reporting verbs are used both for reporting other authors, as well as for supporting and 

introducing writer’s own arguments, attitude towards a claim, and strength of attitude towards 

a claim (Bloch 2010, 231-238). This categorization clearly combines elements of Swales and 

Thompson and Ye’s analyses, as well as adding new ones. Although Bloch did not explicitly 

communicate if his enumeration of the categories reflects the order in which the writer should 

proceed, it is assumable that it is not, considering that selection of non-integral citation 

eliminates most of the other types, and thus shall be the first one. 

For the purposes of the examination of reporting verbs in the practical part of the thesis, 

Thompson and Ye’s categorization shall be applied, including author acts according to their 

denotation and evaluative potential from the original author’s point of view, hence author’s 

stance, both analyzed separately. Writer acts will be excluded from the analysis, as they do not 

represent reporting verbs as such, but rather writer’s descriptions of activities during writing of 

a research paper. 
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3.3 Tense, Voice and Aspect 

3.3.1 Tense and Aspect 

Tense, as well as reporting verbs, may reveal new insight and information about the writer’s 

viewpoint, attitude, and judgment towards prior research, studies, or specific reports. Sakita 

believes that tense-alternation is a writer’s strategic device containing information about the 

present context and the writer’s stance (Sakita 2002, 82). However, Shaw argues that tense has 

an only connection with degrees of generality or relevance (Shaw 1992, 302). The present tense 

is for many academics considered semantically neutral and unmarked, as it allows the writer to 

refer to past or future, but also to signal general truth. Nevertheless, Oster rejected these 

conclusions and suggested the following new premises. The present perfect tense is used to 

claim generality, to indicate the continued discussion of some of the information in the sentence. 

Past tense, on the contrary, implies non-generality and is used to refer to non-supportive 

quantitative results, whereas present tense indicates a reference to quantitative results that are 

significant or supportive of some aspects of the work (Oster 1981, 77). Swales has added his 

own findings and elaborated on Oster’s propositions, that the past tense following a present 

perfect or series of present perfects in a piece of research indicates that discussion is ending 

(Swales 1990, 152). Both Oster’s and Swales’ assumptions apply the general rule about present 

perfect tense, as it indicates continuing relevance to the present, thus the survey carried out 

earlier is valid at this present time. Malcolm similarly presented three basic hypotheses 

concerned with using different tenses for reporting. Generalizations, as indicated by verbs 

without researcher agents, tend to be in the present tense, references to specific experiments, as 

indicated by a researcher agent and a footnote to a single study, tend to be in the past tense, and 

references to areas of inquiry, as indicated by agents and/or footnotes to more than one study, 

tend to be in the present perfect tense (Malcolm 1987, 36). 

As mentioned above, tense can be utilized to mark past, present, or generality about a 

statement. Aspect possesses additional meaning to tense, presented by Biber et al. as the way 

an event or state expressed by a verb extend over time (Biber et al. 2002, 156). Recognized 

aspects in English are perfective and progressive, and, if unmarked by aspect, simple. Each 

aspect can be combined with present or past tense, indicating whether described events occurred 

in preceding period of time and are completed or still continuing and relevant (Biber et al. 2002, 

156). According to Biber’s findings, simple aspect largely dominates the academic discourse, 

whereas perfective and progressive aspects are used marginally (Biber et al. 2002, 158). These 
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findings may imply that authors of an academic prose prioritize facts, relevant statements, and 

unbiased study results, usually introduced with unmarked aspect. 

3.3.2 Voice 

The usage of active or passive voice in a sentence usually depends on the need to emphasize a 

certain sentence element, which is possible to accomplish by short or long passive structure. 

Charles observed that passive voice is frequently used to foreground the particular reported 

research or a piece of information before the author, expressing a stance, while maintaining the 

impression of objectivity and distance (Charles 2006, 509). A different approach was taken by 

Shaw (1992), who investigated the presumptive connection between voice, tense or sentence-

form, and degree of generality or sentence function. His findings included two following 

combinations of aspects occurring most commonly in scientific articles, namely integral 

citation with past tense and active voice, and non-integral citation with present perfect tense 

and passive voice. The conclusion of his study has led to the observation that active voice tends 

to be associated with the detailed reference, such as the name of the researcher, whereas passive 

voice is frequently without an agent, focusing on the research itself. Tarone decided to approach 

her research differently, by determining more particular situations in which writers decide to 

use active or passive voice. For instance, when comparing papers, writers tend to use first-

person plural active for their own work, and passive for the work examined for contrast. 

However, writers citing other authors without any comparison with their own use active form 

of the verb. Another suggested frequent usage of passive voice is a reference to the writer’s 

own possible future work [25]. She also mentions, as well as aforementioned scholars, that the 

decision of use whether active or passive voice depends on the length of an element, or the need 

for emphasis, as the author can determine to postpose or to front certain sentence elements 

(Tarone 1998, 126). 

[25] This will be dealt with in a succeeding paper (Tarone 1998, 124). 
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4 Reporting Nouns 

In the case of reporting nouns, there have been barely any studies or research carried out up to 

this time. Scholars generally focus more on reporting verbs and clauses to such extent that there 

is no space left remaining for nouns to be brought into attention, hence the number of sources 

is limited and insufficient for making any conclusions about the specific usage and its 

circumstances, categorizations, or syntactic arrangement and disposition. For this reason, 

reporting nouns will be dealt with in the practical part of this bachelor thesis in much more 

detail, as it allows to observe the context in which they are used, introduce basic classification 

and examine them concerning the syntactic point of view. 

Reporting nouns are a common part of academic discourse, as well as reporting verbs. 

Liardét states that it is essential to incorporate nouns into academic prose to implicate more 

static representations and to create lexically dense and noun-dominated language, therefore 

nominalization is another fundamental factor of academic writing to offer densely packed 

information (Liardét 2016, 16). 

Forest introduced a term similar to reporting nouns, called signaling nouns. Although 

his definition includes reporting nouns, it also involves many other types, as the description is 

presented as “abstract nouns which are non-specific in their meaning when considered in 

isolation and which are made specific in their meaning by reference to their linguistic context” 

(Forest 2015, 1). Despite this definition corresponding with some reporting nouns such as 

analysis, belief, or view, it cannot be taken into consideration during the analysis, as it is not an 

accurate characterization. 

4.1 Nominalization 

Words, particularly verbs, that came through a process of nominalization, will be considered as 

reporting nouns for the purposes of this bachelor thesis. Chomsky recognizes two types of 

nominalizations, namely gerundive [26], also called –ing nominalization (Quirk et al., 1985), 

and derived nominals [27]. 

[26] John’s being eager to please. 

[27] John’s eagerness to please.  

The differences between gerundive and derived nominals are the process of formation 

and internal structure. Gerundives are formed freely and do not disrupt the subject-predicate 
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scheme and structure, and they do not possess the internal structure of a noun phrase, therefore, 

John’s in [27] cannot be replaced by any determiner, and no adjective can be inserted into the 

gerundive nominal. On the other hand, derived nominals never hold the information of aspect, 

unlike gerundives. In fact, derived nominals have a plural form and can appear with the full 

range of determiners and modifiers, as in [28], and in the entire spectrum of noun phrase 

structures, such as an indirect object, etc. (Chomsky 1970, 187-189). 

[28] John’s three proofs of the theorem. 

Hamawand defines nominalization as “the process of deriving a new noun from 

different word classes”. Therefore, she does not acknowledge the gerundive nominalization as 

Chomsky (1970) and Quirk et al. (1985). This derivation is realized through noun-forming 

prefixes known as nominal prefixes or nominalizers, thus bound morphemes adjoined to the 

beginning of free morphemes, constructing a new noun. Nominalizers, according to Hamawand 

can include the following prefixes: -ante, fore-, macro-, maxi-, mega-, micro-, mid-, midi-, post-

, and pre- (Hamawand 2011, 57-58). Derived nominals are also constructed by adding a suffix 

to the end of a free morpheme. Lieber mentions suffixes as –tion, -ance, or –ment. She also 

adds that each verb has usually only one affix possible to derive a new noun (Lieber 2009, 187). 

According to Biber et al., usage of nominalization is very advantageous and beneficial 

specifically in academic discourse, as condensing the capacity of a clause into a noun phrase is 

important to refer to general and abstract terms rather than actions in a specific place and time 

(Biber et al. 1999, 325). Quirk et al. add that nominalization as a syntactic process is a relevant 

asset in any textual structure (Quirk et al. 1985, 1441). Although nominalization is considered 

another valuable device for academic writers to be concise, informative, and to appear 

objective, it may not occur as frequently in the form and function of reporting nouns, as in other 

positions. 

The following examples illustrate the principle of the production and the construct of 

reporting nouns, as it will be taken into consideration during the analysis. The same word stem 

is used for both examples for better and clear demonstration. 

[29] As McNally argues, formal semanticists have traditionally worked with such impoverished 

lexical meaning... 

[30] Their arguments have to do more with the attested variability in what a word can stand for. 
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As apparent from the examples above, -ment suffix was added to the word stem, deriving 

a noun argument from the verb argue. It is also clear that reporting nouns derived by 

nominalization can make plural by adding the suffix -s to the end of the word, hence the 

aforementioned gerundives will not be taken into consideration during the analysis. However, 

the noun finding will be considered as a reporting noun, although it ends with the -ing suffix, 

since it can possess all feature as nouns, including determiners and -s marking the plurality.  

For the purposes of the examination of the reporting nouns, only nominalized nouns that 

are derived through noun forming affixes shall be analyzed, hence the gerundive type of 

nominalization will not be taken into consideration in the practical part of the thesis. 

5 Analysis 

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to examine the distribution and usage of reporting verbs and 

nouns in relation to their semantic classification, grammatical features such as aspect, voice, 

and tense in written academic discourse. The analysis involves two main chapters, analyzing 

verbs and nouns found in academic articles and studies from journals Applied Linguistics and 

Journal of Linguistics. 

Applied Linguistics is a peer-reviewed academic journal established in 1980 and 

published by Oxford University Press, appearing six times a year. Chief editors are currently 

Christina Higgins from University of Hawaii and Anna Mauranen from University of Helsinki. 

The journal publishes research articles with relevance to real-world issues, making 

contributions to areas such as language education, lexicography, discourse analysis, or corpus 

linguistics. Journal of Linguistics is peer-reviewed academic journal as well, established in 

1965 and published by Cambridge University Press, publicizing 4 issues per year. The journal 

contributes to contemporary discussions in all branches of theoretical linguistics, including 

surveys on recent linguistic publications and book review in each volume. The current editors 

are professor Kersti Börjars from Oxford University and professor Adam Ledgeway from 

Cambridge University. 

The corpus consists of 292 reporting verbs and nouns found in 14 academic articles. A 

maximum number of thirty words was taken from each article in order to increase the number 

of research papers and to maintain the diversity of verbs and nouns. The clauses containing the 

reporting can be found in appendices, divided into categories of mental, research, textual verbs, 

and reporting nouns. Out of 292 clauses, 260 contain reporting verbs, the rest being nouns. 
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6 Reporting Verbs 

This chapter analyzes the reporting verbs found in articles and studies from academic journals 

Applied Linguistics and Journal of Linguistics. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

analysis will focus on the semantic distribution, as well as grammatical aspects, but also on 

elementary types of citations and subjects preceding the verbs.  

Before the detailed analysis of each feature of reporting, the table below, indicating all 

the occurrences of reporting verbs, will be discussed. 

Table 1 Number of occurrences of individual reporting verbs 

verb 

number of 

occurrences % 

accomplish 1 0,37% 

adopt 2 0,75% 

analyze 8 3,00% 

argue 16 6,37% 

attempt 1 0,37% 

call 5 1,87% 

cite 2 0,75% 

claim 4 1,87% 

conclude 2 0,75% 

conduct 2 0,75% 

define 7 2,62% 

demonstrate 8 3,00% 

describe 13 4,87% 

develop 3 1,12% 

differentiate 1 0,37% 

discuss 6 2,25% 

distinguish 4 1,50% 

draw attention 1 0,37% 

emphasize 3 1,12% 

establish 1 0,37% 

examine 1 0,37% 

exemplify 2 0,75% 

explain 5 1,87% 

explore 1 0,37% 

find 24 8,99% 

focus on 1 0,37% 

highlight 3 1,12% 

identify 1 0,37% 
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implement 1 0,37% 

indicate 1 0,37% 

introduce 2 0,75% 

investigate 8 3,00% 

measure 1 0,37% 

neglect 1 0,37% 

note 13 4,87% 

observe 8 3,00% 

offer 2 0,75% 

point out 7 2,62% 

present 4 1,15% 

propose 10 3,75% 

question 3 1,12% 

refer to 1 1,12% 

report 10 3,75% 

search 1 0,37% 

see 1 0,37% 

separate 1 0,37% 

show 17 6,37% 

state 10 3,75% 

stipulate 1 0,37% 

stress 2 0,75% 

suggest 19 7,123 

test 1 0,37% 

think 1 0,37% 

underline 1 0,37% 

undertake 1 0,37% 

write 4 1,15% 

Total 260  

 

In the table above, there are 56 unique verbs used, out of which 30, therefore more than 

a half were used only once or twice. Thus, it is apparent that, despite the seeming diversity, 

writers tend to use certain groups of verbs, which they are likely to repeat throughout their 

entire research paper, depending on what meaning they intend to convey or what message they 

assume the author intended to express. This result was not anticipated, since authors such as 

Bloch (2010) or Liardét (2016) claim that this phenomenon is primarily the habit and pattern 

of students and academic discourse community novices, although their statements emphasize 

the randomness and unpredictability of their usage of reporting verbs. 
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The most commonly used verbs include find, suggest, argue and show, which implies 

that writers most frequently report on specific substantiated claims of prior research and want 

to show contrast, objectivity and their broad knowledge by presenting different points of view 

on the subject matter, such as various studies with different outcomes and conclusions before 

introducing their own study or research. Moreover, the aforementioned verbs are more 

universal, indefinite, and are able to communicate nearly any report or claim, as authors can 

state a definition, a conclusion, as well as a stipulation or an explanation. On the other hand, 

verbs such as accomplish, conduct, implement, and search are very specific, conveying one 

particular activity with which they are connected, thus they have restricted and definite usage, 

which may be the reason they are not as frequently used as other verbs.  

6.1 Integral and Non-integral Citation 

Both integral and non-integral citations were found in the corpus data. Although it is apparent 

from Table 2 that the integral citations with the name of the researcher as part of the sentence 

have prevailed, it is important to point out that non-integral citations have dominated in the 

studied texts, however, the majority of those clauses did not contain reporting verb or noun, 

only author’s name in the parenthesis, therefore they could not be taken into consideration and 

hence into the corpus. Clauses with non-integral citations contain subjects, preceding the 

reporting verbs, such as some linguists, various authors, or empirical studies, with authors in 

brackets, as in the example below [31]. 

[31] For instance, some linguists think that the semantics of verbs only includes abstract 

information related to their grammatical behavior (Levin, Portner and Hovav, 2011). 

Table 2 Number of occurrences of integral and non-integral citations 

Citation type 

number of 

occurrences % 

integral 230 88,46% 

non-integral 30 11,54% 

Total 260  

 

According to the corpus data, non-integral citations were mostly used for situations 

where several authors of different publications needed to be cited, which is inelegant and 

impractical to implement into the sentence. Such a high frequency of integral citations suggests 

that if writers choose to use a reporting verb, they prefer the author prominent structure to the 
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information prioritization, as the latter forces them to use the indeterminate or rather vague 

subjects, as aforementioned, pressing the writers to make generalizations about conclusions of 

studies or unanimity of authors. Furthermore, by using the authoritative source as a sentence 

element, thus making it more visible and outstanding to the reader, writers can support their 

own propositions, hypotheses or assumptions, while pursuing validity and legitimacy for their 

arguments. The non-integral citation was also used for referencing accredited theories, 

universal grammar, or a specific real case for illustration of the present study, as in the example 

[32]. 

[32] This kind of type theory, and others such as Modern Type Theory implement a rich 

meanings account by ascribing a hierarchy of types to linguistic items. 

6.2 Semantic Classification 

The semantic categorization of reporting verbs applied in this analysis follows Thompson and 

Ye’s study, namely the part of Author Acts, dividing reporting verbs into research, textual and 

mental, according to their function. Table 2 presents the number of occurrences of every verb 

type, the first column demonstrating the number of unique verbs in each category, whereas the 

next column shows the total amount of verbs in the individual categories. The last column 

represents the percentage of the total number of verbs found in the corpus. 

Table 3 Number of occurrences according to semantic classification 

verb type Unique verbs 

Total 

number 

of verbs % 

mental 10 26 10,00% 

textual 24 132 50,77% 

research 22 102 39,23% 

   

As the corpus data show, there is a strong prevalence of textual and research verbs 

referring to verbal expressions and processes including research work, as explained in chapter 

3.2. Mental verbs found in the corpus include think, question, focus on, or see. Evidently, they 

are all used to communicate an opinion, assumption, or speculation, rather than verified 

research. Since writers usually state their own beliefs and theories in their paper, it is therefore 

redundant to cite those of others, unless it contributed to some previous research or the cited 

author expresses disagreement as many others [33], attempts to disprove the original statement, 

or on the contrary, seeks to prove or support it. By reporting other authors’ unproven beliefs, 
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writers also may risk not being accepted and further supported in their inquiry by the academic 

discourse community. 

[33] The PTSD concept has itself been questioned by Young (1995), who interprets it primarily 

as a social and cultural construct... 

Textual verbs appear to be the most predominant according to the corpus data. This 

category contains verbs such as suggest, report, state, or discuss, all of which require verbal 

expression or written communication. It is very difficult to clearly classify and distinguish 

between textual and research verbs, as these two categories overlap and their division relies 

mostly on the analysis of the context. Nevertheless, textual verbs are utilized mainly for 

reporting different points of view, perspectives, and interpretations based on prior research, in 

order to introduce the subject matter in the present study [34] from various angles or to show 

an ongoing debate and discussion of the topic [35]. Therefore, the writer shows a broad 

knowledge of the field, the arguments on both sides, and thus, is able to construct an opinion 

and take a stand, while maintaining their objectivity and validity in the academic discourse 

community. 

[34] Labov states that the importance of Received Pronunciation as a reference accent will 

mean that some individuals from the North will have succeeded in striving to acquire a true 

distinction. 

[35] Hogeweg argues that suppression in general speaks against thin meaning accounts such as 

proposed by Bierwisch, Schreuder (Bierwisch and Schreuder 1992) and Blutner (Blutner 1998, 

Horn and Ward 2004). 

Research verbs are almost as frequently used as textual in the academic discourse and 

made over 39% of the whole corpus. These verbs include, for example, analyze, demonstrate, 

find, or investigate, and express activities connected with research and examination. As writers 

are obliged to acknowledge other authors’ contributions, they are also able to analyze and 

interpret the results of preceding research in the present context or follow the research up in a 

related area of inquiry. In order to do that and to avoid plagiarism, writers need to report, 

paraphrase or cite directly the previous research, using research verbs, as in examples [36] and 

[37] found in the corpus. 

[36] Cameron (2002, 2003) analyzed transcripts of school children discussing science 

metaphors used by their teachers and in textbooks. 
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[37] In a large-scale online survey, Mackenzie, Bailey and Turton found that 82% of speakers 

north of the Midlands claim that ‘foot’ and ‘cut’ rhyme... 

These results imply that writers rather use accepted and verified research for their 

studies in order to be more persuasive, objective, and recognized by the academic discourse 

community. 

6.3 Author’s Stance 

According to Thompson and Ye’s study, writers are also likely to use reporting verbs based on 

the manner of how the original author expresses his or her own thoughts, findings and claims, 

therefore their verbalization and communication of ideas or suggestions in their paper then 

reflects on the writer’s use of each individual reporting verb. The author’s stance includes 

positive, negative or neutral attitude towards the statement, which can be considered true and 

valid, false or inaccurate, or it does not have to convey any hint or evidence of judgment or 

stance. The table below shows the distribution of positive, negative and neutral stance 

throughout the corpus. 

Table 4 The distribution of reporting verbs according to the author’s stance 

Author's stance 

number of 

occurrences % 

positive 91 35,00% 

negative 20 7,69% 

neutral 149 57,31% 

 

As apparent from the table above, neutral reporting verbs were used most frequently in 

the corpus, twice as much as positive verbs, which may suggest that not only the citing writers, 

but all authors of academic genres try to avoid expressing any indication of bias, hence the 

neutrality is mainly what they aim for. Positive verbs found in the corpus include verbs as focus 

on, highlight, point out, or stress, conveying a high level of certainty, as the author considers 

the statement correct, as in the example [38]. 

[38] Van der Kolk (2014) stresses the enduring changes brought about by the experience of 

trauma. 

Negative verbs occurred very rarely in the corpus, assumably because reporting 

questioning or disproving a hypothesis is not as desirable as reporting validated research which 

contributes to the present paper considerably more. Only 3 following negative verbs were 
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found: argue, neglect, and question which usage is illustrated in the example below [39]. The 

inclusion of the verb argue in the negative verbs category is quite relative. For the purpose of 

this analysis, it is included in this category, for writers usually first report a certain point of 

view on the subject matter of their paper, and secondly, they cite an author of different or even 

opposite opinion, using the verb argue, hence in the negative manner, in order to show the 

contrast. However, the verb argue is possible to classify both as negative or as neutral verb, 

under the conditions of considering the context. 

[39] The way of how such condensed presentations can be read is questioned by Lorenzer 

(2002). 

There was also found a connection between neutral and research verbs, as these two, 

even though separated, categories highly overlap. Nearly all research verbs are neutral, 

however, a significant number of textual verbs is neutral as well, as apparent from the table 

below. 

Table 5 Author’s stance and semantic categorization of reporting verbs 

 negative positive neutral 

research verbs 0 5 17 

textual verbs 1 9 14 

mental verbs 2 3 5 

 

Research verbs seem to be primarily neutral, as these verbs function mainly as 

communicators of validated facts found during the research, and therefore should not be marked 

in majority of cases. On the other hand, textual verbs also occur commonly as positive, which 

indicates that they may be utilized to express absolute or high level of certainty about accuracy 

and validity of a statement. However, they are used the most in neutral way, according to the 

table above, which is corresponding with so far constant indications about authors’ pursuits of 

objectivity and impartiality in their paper. The most common occurrence of negative verbs 

within mental verbs category was anticipated, as mental verbs are primarily used to convey 

intellectual and cognitive processes concerning the mind, which may be also applied to 

expressing opinions, be it positive or negative. 
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6.4 Grammatical Features 

In this chapter, grammatical features of reporting verbs used in the corpus will be analyzed, 

including tense, aspect, and voice, regarding their connections to each other and to generality, 

topicality, and specificity. 

6.4.1 Voice 

Chapter 3.3.1 introduced a significant grammatical feature of the academic prose, active and 

passive voice, its connection to degree of generality, or expression of writer’s distance and 

objectivity. In corpus findings, the active voice was found as prevalent, occurring in 90% of the 

corpus data, with 234 cases, as apparent from the table below. 

Table 5 Number of occurrences of active and passive voice 

voice 

Number of 

occurrences % 

active 225 86,54% 

passive 35 13,46% 

 

As mentioned in chapter 3.3.1, passive voice may be utilized to prioritize and stress a 

certain piece of information in a sentence, which may be the reason why it seems neglected, as 

most of the writers’ desire is to keep the distance from the reports and remain as objective as 

possible, and active voice is considered unmarked. On the other hand, table 5 shows that if 

writers use passive voice, they are more likely to apply the long passive with prepositional by-

phrase and the agent at the end of the clause as in the example [40], putting the reported 

information into the spotlight. 

Table 6 Number of occurrences of long and short passive 

type of passive 

number of 

occurrences % 

long passive 26 74,29% 

short passive 9 25,71% 

 

[40] ...how the differences between the different types of word-final S were observed by Plag... 

Biber states that there are three reasons why writers choose the long passive. The first 

one is the information-flow principle, as they prefer to present a new piece of information at 

the end of a clause [41] The second motivation is the end-weight principle, therefore putting 
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too long phrases or elements of the clause at the end, in this case, the agent. The last reason is 

to place initial emphasis on the part of the clause which is the theme of the current discourse 

(Biber et al. 2002, 169). Clauses containing short passive end with the verb, as in [42], and 

usually emphasize the claim itself and thus decrease the prominence of an agent (Biber et al. 

2002, 166). Although the example [42] contains the agent with a reporting noun, which will be 

analyzed later, the stress is even so on the reported statement and not on the original author. 

[41] As noted by Halle, speakers judge some nonce forms as nonexistent but possible. 

[42] Hoover and Tunmer’s statement that the components are theoretically distinct has been 

questioned. 

According to Biber et al., most passive constructions are formed with the auxiliary be 

and an –ed participle, as in [42], with the subject noun phrase in the passive structure 

corresponding to the direct object in the equivalent active voice clause (Biber et al. 2002, 166). 

The corpus data show that the structure be with an –ed participle is equally used as passive 

voice constructions without the auxiliary be [43], as apparent from the table below. 

Table 7 Number of occurrences of passive voice constructions 

passive construction 

number of 

occurrences % 

be + -ed participle 11 31,43% 

have + be + -ed participle 6 17,14% 

-ed participle 18 51,43% 

 

[43] As an illustration, consider the pattern of optional L(iquid)-deletion in French, discussed 

by Dell. 

The combination of passive voice and perfect aspect is often claimed to be common in 

academic prose. It integrates the reduction of the significance of an agent through passive and 

the past with present relevance through perfect aspect [44] and occurred in over 17% of all 

passive structures. The aspect will be further analyzed and discussed in the next subchapter. 

[44] Second, language-specific constraints that need to be acquired have occasionally been 

suggested even within the OT literature. 
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6.4.2 Aspect 

Aspect, as introduced in 3.3.1, is recognized as a device marking the completion or non-

completion of the action expressed by the verb with attention to time. In this subchapter, the 

aspect will be analyzed regarding the frequency of usage of perfective, progressive, and 

unmarked (also called simple) aspects and their interpretation. 

The corpus data revealed that in over 91% of cases, the aspect remains unmarked, which 

corresponds with Biber’s conclusion, who found that perfective and progressive aspects appear 

only marginally in academic discourse, as in this case 6,92% and 1,54%, as apparent from the 

table below. Perfect progressive aspect is very rare to find in general in any written or spoken 

discourse, hence the 1 occurrence in the corpus is not unexpected. 

Table 8 Number of occurrences of marked and unmarked aspect 

aspect Number of occurrences % 

perfective 20 6,92% 

progressive 4 1,54% 

simple 236 91,15% 

 

From the structural point of view, the perfective aspect is constructed from auxiliary 

verb have and –ed participle [45], whereas the progressive aspect is marked by the auxiliary be 

and -ing participle [46].  

[45] Various authors have argued that certain linguistic phenomena can only be explained if 

we assume the availability of a certain amount of semantic information... 

[46] Sankoff’s paper is analyzing the speech of Nick and Neil from Michael Apted’s Up 

documentary series... 

The table above shows that the majority of analyzed verbs possesses unmarked aspect, 

as expected since various preceding studies show that simple aspect with active voice is the 

most frequently used combination (Biber 1999, Malcolm 1987, Shaw 1992), showing relevance 

in the present time, although the reported statements and studies took place in the past. The 

occurrence of perfective aspect is not very common, as it conveys a specific kind of meaning, 

which makes it consequently less frequently used than simple aspect, especially in academic 

discourse (Biber et al. 1999, 461). According to the corpus data, one-third of the amount of 

perfective aspect is also in passive voice, as in the example [47], out of which more than 83% 
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(5 out of 6) is agentless, as short passive or only with prepositional phrase after the verb, without 

stating the original author. 

[47] While it has been claimed that the different options are not semantically equivalent, the 

meaning differences appear to be rather minor. 

6.4.3 Tense 

As has been mentioned, tense can indicate a degree of generality, time of relevance, topicality, 

or a type of reference. 

The present simple tense has dominated through the corpus, along with past simple, as 

shown in the table below. As present simple is considered unmarked, and hence objective in 

academic discourse, it is utilized the most, along with simple aspect and active voice in order 

to keep the detachment and impartiality while writing a research paper. 

Table 9 Number of occurrences of tenses 

tense 

Number of 

occurrences % 

present simple 160 64,62% 

past simple 59 26,54% 

present perfect 20 6,54% 

present continuous 3 1,54% 

 

It can be deduced from the corpus, that the present simple is usually used for statements 

that are still relevant and true, such as explaining a terminology or sharing the results of a study, 

for example with the verbs show or report, which often occur in present simple tense. For 

instance, the verb suggest occurs in the present simple tense in 16 cases out of 21, which is 

more than 76%. Since suggestion is not a verifiable fact or evidence, it can imply an ongoing 

discussion or a reference to something more general, as in [48]. 

[48] Wells suggests that this is potentially how the split began. 

These results imply that the sentence [49] indicates past and ended, possibly solved 

discussion, whereas sentence [48] shows present discussion, where the conclusion has not been 

established yet. 

[49] Previously, McNally and Boleda argued that nouns have a kind argument... 
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Before the analysis of past simple and present perfect, and interpretation of the results, 

it is important to note the fundamental difference, as the examination is based on its 

understanding. The primary distinction between the two is that the present perfect describes a 

situation that continues to exist up to the present time, while the past tense describes a situation 

that no longer exists (Biber et al. 1999, 467).  

Past simple is also used the most with research verbs, connected to activities related to 

examination or study which are usually finished, as the corpus data indicate. The most 

commonly found verbs in past simple tense are find, investigate, analyze, or propose, as shown 

in the example [50]. All these verbs describe actions that must be done during analysis or 

investigation, and for the writer to carry out his research, those activities need to be completed, 

hence they are cited usually in the past tense.  

 [50] Vajjala and Meurers (2012) found that combining lexical and syntactic features improved 

readability classifications. 

On the other hand, the present perfect is most frequently represented in the corpus by 

textual verbs such as show, question, claim, or argue. All these mentioned verbs may signify a 

continuing and open-ended discussion, during which the writer needs to communicate with the 

reader through these verbs, as the activities they convey are not finished and presumably are 

waiting for the response from the other scholars in the field. 

6.5 Reporting Clauses 

As has been mentioned in the theoretical part, signaling clauses introducing reporting can be 

divided into three types, according to the grammatical subject of the reporting clause (Charles 

2006, 313). The first type, a noun group with human reference, have been prevalent, as writers 

reasonably most commonly use reporting verbs during citing and paraphrasing human authors 

and researchers, as in the example [51]. 

[51] Asher explains these cases of coercion using a rich and fine-grained type-theory... 

The next type is a noun group with non-human reference, which also occurred 

repeatedly, although not as frequently as the first reporting clause type. Using this type, writers 

cite inanimate sources, such as, studies, phone applications, specific papers or projects, as 

shown in the example below. As they usually cite the inanimate sources using plural subject, it 

is presumable that multiple citations are more commonly presented with non-human reference, 

with authors named in the parenthesis behind the sentence in order to avoid naming them all in 
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the sentence itself, which in that case might appear too long, inelegant and unnecessarily 

complicated for the reader.  

[52] The empirical studies done on this kind of coercion effects point out the direction taken by 

a rich meaning account. 

The last type is an introductory it followed by passive voice, which occurred only once 

throughout the entire corpus. This rarity may be caused by the extraposition of the subject, 

which indicates the emphasis of certain sentence elements, contraindicating the writers’ 

pursuits for objectivity and unmarkedness of their papers. 

[53] It therefore seems justified to support Martinez and Schmidt’s claim that there is a need 

for a principled way to more systematic... 

7 Reporting Nouns 

This chapter analyzes the reporting nouns found in the articles and studies from academic 

journals Applied Linguistics and Journal of Linguistics. Due to the lack of prior research on this 

topic, the analysis will aim the attention at semantic categorization, the syntactic structure of 

the clauses in which reporting nouns occur, and their interpretation. The semantic 

categorization will be designed on the basis of the already established classification of reporting 

verbs. 

Before the thorough analysis of the features of reporting nouns, the table below, 

indicating the overall occurrences of reporting nouns, shall be discussed. 

Table 10 Number of occurrences of individual reporting nouns 

noun 

number of 

occurrences  

claim 3 9,38% 

argument 2 6,25% 

observation 1 3,13% 

assumption 1 3,13% 

conclusion 3 9,38% 

report 1 3,13% 

analysis 7 21,88% 

finding 7 21,88% 

discussion 1 3,13% 

hypothesis 1 3,13% 
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definition 3 9,38% 

statement 1 3,13% 

recommendation 1 3,13% 

Total 32  

 

In contrast with reporting verbs, the occurrence of nouns is much less frequent, namely 

only 32 occurrences out of 286 overall findings in the corpus, which is presumably the reason 

why there is such a lack of research devoted to the reporting nouns. Similar to the verbs, there 

are 13 unique nouns used, out of which 7 were used only once. However, it does not necessarily 

mean that the writers themselves prefer certain nouns, but rather that some nouns are more 

typically used for reporting than others. For instance, the word present seems more likely to 

occur as a verb than as a noun presentation, as it describes a particular activity related to verbal 

communication, which could appear inelegant with the noun instead of a verb and the reader 

might understand differently. The most frequently occurring nouns were analysis and finding, 

introducing either the origin or the closure and resolution of the research, which does not 

necessarily need long explanations within the sentence containing the reporting noun, as the 

description and commentary usually take place before or after the sentence. 

The suffixes deriving the nominals found in the corpus are the following: -ment, -ation, 

-sion, and –ing in the case of the noun finding, which inclusion was explained and justified in 

chapter 4.1, despite its suffix. Two reporting nouns, occurring in the analyzed texts, namely 

report and claim, possess no suffixes, therefore zero-derivation nominalization. However, they 

must be considered reporting nouns, as they fully meet the requirements of noun derivation, 

being able to possess plurality and the whole range of determination, and the act of reporting 

activity. 

7.1 Semantic Classification 

As has been said, there is no established categorization of reporting nouns according to their 

meaning, thus, for the purposes of this bachelor thesis, the classification shall be designed based 

on the principles of reporting verbs semantic types, established and accepted by prior research.  

The reporting nouns are divided into three categories, namely mental, textual, and 

research nouns, depending on the meaning and activity they convey. 
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Table 11 Number of occurrences of reporting nouns according to semantic classification 

noun type 

number of 

occurrences % 

mental 3 9,38% 

textual 11 34,38% 

research 18 56,25% 

 

As apparent from the table above, mental nouns are the least frequent, with only 3 

occurrences, correspondingly to the verbs. The nouns found in the corpus include assumption, 

hypothesis, and recommendation, all describing unsubstantiated thoughts. The example [54] 

shows the usage of the noun assumption. This particular sentence functions as the termination 

of the theory introduction and prior research presentation. Simultaneously, it seems to indicate 

that the practical study itself is about to begin. By using the word assumption, the reader can 

understand that the information mentioned before in the paper is the hypothesis that is going to 

be tested, either confirmed or disproved, by the writer. This is the case where it is more practical 

to use reporting noun instead of a verb, as it refers to more than one sentence, hence the writer 

uses a plural reporting noun.  

[54] These assumptions include both cases in which the constraints are given to the child in 

advance... 

On the other hand, the ratio of textual to research nouns has changed compared to the 

reporting verbs, as the research category is now highly predominant, with over 56% of the 

cases. Research nouns found in the corpus include observation, analysis, definition, and finding. 

As has been explained in chapter 4.1, nominalization, hence reporting nouns, possess the ability 

to compress a capacity of a clause into a noun phrase, which might be the reason why, in the 

case of nouns, research type is prevailing, as explaining certain activities could be unnecessarily 

long or wordy. The usage of the noun analysis in the example [55], is to briefly introduce the 

examination in order to comment on it in the next clause, thus, the writer used a possessive 

noun phrase to introduce the original authors’ names to be able to shortly describe the analysis 

and explain its results in one sentence. 

[55] Ferragne and Pellegrino’s analysis of numerous varieties of English based on a single 

speaker reports a complete lack of split... 

The textual category contains nouns such as argument, conclusion, discussion, and 

statement. It is important to point out that if only unique nouns are considered, therefore each 
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noun only once, textual nouns would be dominant, as they are not as repeated as the research 

ones. The example sentence below [56] shows that the writers utilized other authors’ claim to 

strengthen their own research, using the noun argument. If the verb argue has been used, the 

sentence would have to be divided, hence the ability of condensation to a single sentence has 

been applied. 

[56] We now turn to his case, building on the argument of Rasin and Katzir (2015) that, unless 

a preference for markedness is incorporated... 

7.2 Syntactic Roles of Reporting Nouns 

From a syntactic point of view, reporting nouns can take the position of a subject, direct or 

indirect object or adverbial. It can appear with or without a that-clause, as the corpus data show. 

Sentence [57] shows the reporting noun in a role of a subject without a presence of a that-clause, 

as clauses containing reporting noun as a subject are not usually followed by that-clauses. 

Example [58] illustrates reporting noun being represented by direct object and part of a 

possessive noun phrase accompanied by a that-clause. Swales also stated that the name of the 

researcher with reporting noun in a noun phrase can appear as an adjunct of reporting [59]. 

Sentence [60] demonstrates the reporting noun in a position of a fronted adverbial. 

[57] The analysis enabled us to relate them to one of the four rapport orientations. (subject 

without a that-clause) 

[58] His finding of the importance of phraseological knowledge reinforces Martinez and 

Murphy’s claim that ‘multi-word expressions just may present... (direct object with a that-

clause) 

[59] According to Nattinger and DeCarrico’s definition of phrasal expressions, the construct... 

[60] In their theoretical discussion, the authors show that no extant theory can account for these 

facts. 

The sentences which do not contain that-clause usually use the reporting noun as an 

anaphoric or cataphoric reference, therefore the information that would have been mentioned 

in that-clause is commonly in the previous or in the next sentence, as in the example [48], where 

the analysis is not described in the sentence itself, although the outcome is pointed out. It is, 

therefore, assumable that the analysis and its process were introduced elsewhere, presumably 

in the previous sentence. On the other hand, example [61] shows the cataphoric reference, as 
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the mentioned observation is described after the colon in the next clause. However, the 

cataphoric reference is rather rare, as the example sentence is the only finding in the corpus. 

Hence, the anaphoric reference is much more common, as the writers may find it more natural 

to refer to a piece of information, they have already written than to something that will occur 

in the following text. Moreover, the anaphoric reference might also be more friendly towards 

the reader, as the text may then seem more methodical and organized.  

[61] Their basic observation, however, is straightforward: with MDL as the learning criterion... 

Reporting nouns can also often be found in the company of reporting verbs, as authors 

frequently use them together, as in the example [62]. Therefore, the noun as a subject and the 

verb as a predicate, or the noun as a direct object following the verb, as in [63]. 

[62] Their analysis suggested variance between expert and student understandings of climate 

change. 

[63] Román and Busch conducted a systemic-functional analysis of the language of US middle-

school science textbooks. 

8 Conclusion 

This bachelor thesis deals with reporting verbs and nouns in written academic discourse. It 

examines these means of reporting in research papers found in academic journals Applied 

Linguistics and Journal of Linguistics. The aim of the thesis is to analyze and interpret the 

distribution of various reporting nouns and verbs with a focus on the semantic point of view, 

their grammatical features, and syntactic roles. 

For the purposes of the analysis, the overall background and necessary terminology for 

the topic are introduced in the theoretical part. First, the term academic discourse is defined, 

including discourse community, its constraints, and significance. Second, indirect reported 

speech is introduced with backshift and other changes during reporting with regard to academic 

prose. The next chapter is devoted to the reporting verbs, and their definition, classification, 

functions, and grammatical features are discussed. Lastly, the reporting nouns are introduced, 

including nominalization and method of production. The theoretical part explains that reporting 

verbs are a fundamental feature of academic discourse for acknowledging prior research and 

contributions of other authors, and also for demonstrating a thorough and profound 

understanding of the field, ensuring the acceptance of the academia and discourse community. 
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It also points out that research on reporting nouns is neglected and lacks any publications on 

semantic classification or syntactic roles, therefore it is analyzed in the practical part in more 

detail. 

The practical part is divided into two parts, the analysis of reporting verbs, and the 

analysis of reporting nouns. 287 excerpts have been examined in order to determine the 

distribution of textual, mental, and research verbs and nouns in the research papers. There has 

been found 32 nouns and 260 verbs, both analyzed separately, however, using the same criteria 

for classification. It has been stated that the low frequency of occurrence of reporting nouns 

may be the reason for authors not to pursue this subject matter in their studies. 

Both integral and non-integral citations appear in the corpus data. As integral citations 

have strongly prevailed, it has had to be pointed out that in studied texts, non-integral citations 

dominated, however, without any occurrence of reporting verb, thus could not be included in 

the corpus. However, the prevalence of integral citations shows that it is more common for 

writers to mention the original author’s name as a sentence element rather than in parentheses 

or elsewhere, as if they do so, they are then forced to use vague and unclear descriptions or 

labels for groups of authors that might not be completely accurate. 

The analysis of the distribution of semantic categories has found that mental verbs are 

the least common type of verbs as well as nouns, as writers seem to be reluctant to cite or 

present other authors’ unsupported and unsubstantiated opinions and hypotheses, since it may 

undermine their own pursuits of credibility and authority of academic discourse community. 

The frequency of research and textual verbs have not corresponded to the frequency of reporting 

nouns in the same categories. The research type has been predominant in reporting nouns unlike 

verbs, where the textual type has prevailed. Textual verbs have been used the most, as writers 

commonly describe, explain or react and continue in an ongoing discussion of previous authors 

in their field of study. On the other hand, research nouns have been found as most common, 

presumably since it is frequent to report previous analyses, findings and definitions by using 

these nouns, instead of transforming them into verbs and adapting, thus prolonging, the whole 

sentence.  

As reporting nouns have been analyzed from a semantic point of view, their production 

and construction have been examined as well. There have been found none of the prefixes 

mentioned in the theoretical part deriving reporting nouns. On the other hand, nearly all nouns 

had been formed by adding a suffix or by zero-derivation nominalization. The analysis of 
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syntactic roles of reporting nouns has found that these nouns can stand in a position of subject 

or direct object, in a sentence that may or may not contain a that-clause. If that-clause is not 

present in the sentence, it is usually the case of anaphoric or cataphoric reference, thus the 

content is presented in the previous or in the next sentence. 

In general, the reporting verbs are confirmed to be dominant throughout the corpus, as 

it seems to be the most common form of acknowledging the contributions of other authors, and 

simultaneously express writer’s attitude, stance, and overall position which he or she takes 

towards a particular claim, opinion, or entire research of another author. The most frequently 

used verbs, regarding grammatical features, are verbs in simple tense with active voice and 

simple aspect, which confirms that authors try for their research to be unmarked and impartial. 

Both textual and research verbs and nouns dominated over mental group. The lack of usage of 

reporting nouns confirms that their implementation into the sentence is not as natural as the 

reporting verbs. As many authors concluded, reporting verbs are confirmed to be key and 

fundamental devices to be able to write a study or a research paper and be valid, legitimate, and 

objective as a recognized member of the academic discourse community.  
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Resumé 

Tématem této bakalářské práce jsou slovesa a podstatná jména uvozující nepřímou řeč v 

psaném akademickém diskurzu. Jejím cílem je analyzovat způsob a kontext užití těchto sloves 

a v neposlední řadě také jejich rozšíření v textech, a to prostřednictvím akademických článků, 

věnujících se zkoumání lingvistiky anglického jazyka. Akademický diskurz a slovesa uvozující 

nepřímou řeč jsou neodmyslitelně vzájemně propojená, jelikož během produkce téměř 

jakékoliv akademické práce je vyžadováno použít, citovat a parafrázovat různé zdroje, což 

automaticky vyžaduje užití těchto sloves a podstatných jmen. Jejich užití se nicméně také 

vyžaduje za účelem uznání přínosu předchozích autorů a výzkumů v oboru, které měly přímý 

vliv na současnost a na kontext provedení současné práce. Je samozřejmě také nutné 

podotknout, že užití sloves uvozující nepřímou řeč se přímo váže k zákonné povinnosti autora 

uvádět své veškeré zdroje, je tedy jeho povinností uznat přínos předešlých autorů, jelikož je v 

jeho zájmu se vyhnout obviněním z plagiátorství, a to nejčastěji pomocí těchto sloves. 

Akademický diskurz je definován jako užívání jazyka v jeho typické formě pro 

akademický svět, který zároveň buduje sociální role a vztahy, které vytvářejí akademici, 

odborníci i studenti. Univerzitní svět by nemohl existovat bez svého diskurzu, jelikož s jeho 

pomocí akademici vykonávají většinu činností, jako například odměny úspěchů, přijímání 

nových členů, a mnoho dalších. Diskurzivní komunita je tvořena především společnými 

hodnotami, sdílenými vědomostmi, kulturou a společnými cíli. Z jazykového hlediska je psaná 

akademická próza velmi odlišná od ostatních textů jiných žánrů. Liší se například slovní 

zásobou, koherentními a kohezivními nástroji, je mnohem více deskriptivní, dále musí být 

formální, řídí se tedy preskriptivní gramatikou a stažené tvary se zásadně nepoužívají, stejně 

tak jako frázová slovesa, kterým se autoři akademického diskurzu snaží vyhýbat. 

Jak již bylo řečeno, slovesa uvozující nepřímou řeč jsou považována za základní a 

klíčový aspekt psaného akademického diskurzu a mají mnoho funkcí. Jednou z nich je již 

zmíněné uznání předešlých autorů a výzkumů a jejich přispění současné práci, kdy autoři jsou 

současně schopni zvyšovat svou vlastní věrohodnost a míru expertízy tím, že dávají najevo své 

hluboké odborné znalosti v oblasti a oboru jejich práce. Mnoho autorů také potvrzuje, že 

prostřednictvím sloves uvozující nepřímou řeč, autoři vyjadřují svůj názor, postoj a interpretaci 

výroků a výzkumů, jež citují a uvádějí ve svých vlastních pracích. Přestože se tedy snaží být 

objektivní a zachovat si odstup, jsou zaujatí vůči předchozím autorům a jejich poznatkům a 
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zvolením pozice, zdůrazněním nebo úplným vynecháním těchto sloves si autoři postupně 

budují svoje vlastní ohodnocení a stanovisko citovaných předešlých prací.  

Pro větší přehled o jednotlivých významech těchto sloves byla vytvořena přehledná 

kategorizace, která rozděluje slovesa uvozující nepřímou řeč do několika skupin podle různých 

kritérií. Základní rozdělení těchto sloves je na integrální a neintegrální citace, kdy v prvním 

případě se jméno autora vyskytuje přímo ve větě jako větný člen, zatímco ve druhém se zdroj 

nachází v závorce na konci věty nebo pod čarou. Další typ klasifikace se již týká přímo 

sémantického významu těchto sloves a dělí se na textové, výzkumné a duševní. Textová slovesa 

se týkají procesů verbální komunikace a sdělování informací, jako například state, write, point 

out. Duševní slovesa zahrnují vnitřní kognitivní procesy přeneseny do autorovy práce, tedy 

believe, think, focus on. Výzkumná slovesa jsou taková slovesa, která se zabývají popisem a 

vysvětlením jejich výzkumu, patří mezi ně například measure, calculate, find. Další možný typ 

rozdělení se týká již zmíněného hodnocení citovaného výroku, kdy autor má možnost vyjádřit, 

zda původní autor shledal tvrzení platné a pravdivé použitím sloves accept, emphasize, posit, 

nebo neplatné, a to prostřednictvím sloves challenge, dispute, oppose. Neutrální postoj vůči 

tvrzením je možné vyjádřit pomocí sloves assess, examine, quote. Sám pisatel současné práce 

pak má možnost vyjádřit své stanovisko ohledně pravdivosti či platnosti výroku slovesy 

faktickými: demonstrate, identify, prove; nefaktickými: confuse, disregard, ignore; nebo 

slovesy, které nenaznačují žádné posouzení: claim, examine, propose. Je nutné podotknout, že 

nefaktická slovesa jsou v praxi používána jen výjimečně, jelikož znevažují a diskreditují 

předešlá tvrzení a výzkumy, které bývají velmi často podložené a přijaté akademickou 

diskurzivní komunitou. 

Podstatná jména uvozující nepřímou řeč byla v minulosti zřídkakdy předmětem 

výzkumů, proto většina poznatků o nich vychází z praktické části této bakalářské práce. Tato 

podstatná jména, stejně jako slovesa, jsou běžnou součástí akademického diskurzu, jelikož mají 

schopnost zestručnit a zkrátit kapacitu věty do jmenné fráze, a podat tedy relevantní informace 

stručně a zhuštěně, bez zbytečných dlouhých frází. Tato podstatná jména se tvoří 

prostřednictvím nominalizace, tedy derivováním sloves pomocí předpon a přípon, a tedy 

přeměňováním na podstatná jména. Takzvané nominální předpony k tvoření těchto podstatných 

jmen mohou být použity například tyto: ante-, post-, pre-, dále se také objevují následující 

přípony: -tion, -ance, -ment. 
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Na analýzu bylo použito 292 výňatků z akademických článků, nalezené v lingvistických 

časopisech The Applied Linguistics a Journal of Linguistics, které byly dále rozděleny na 260 

sloves a 32 podstatných jmen. Obě tyto skupiny byly zkoumány zvlášť ve dvou oddělených 

kapitolách. Počet nalezených sloves výrazně převyšuje četnost podstatných jmen, což je 

s největší pravděpodobností důvod, proč akademici ve svých pracích nevěnují příliš pozornosti 

této problematice. 

Analýza sémantické kategorizace ukázala, že textová a výzkumná slovesa svým počtem 

výskytů výrazně převyšují slovesa duševní. Bylo tedy nalezeno 26 duševních, 102 

výzkumných, a 132 textových sloves. Tyto výsledky naznačují, že autoři poměrně neochotně 

citují nepodložená tvrzení a domněnky, jež nikdy nebyly dokázány, jelikož by mohli riskovat 

svoji vlastní reputaci v akademické diskurzivní komunitě, a zdiskreditování své dosavadní 

práce a výzkumu. 

Textových sloves bylo nalezeno v korpusu nejvíce. Jsou často využívána 

k demonstrování lišících se úhlů pohledu různých autorů a jejich interpretací předešlého 

výzkumu za účelem představit a nastínit detailně téma současné práce. Autoři tedy 

prostřednictvím těchto sloves ukazují své hluboké a všestranné vědomosti, a zároveň dávají 

najevo, že jsou schopni na základě těchto znalostí zaujmout postoj a zkonstruovat vlastní 

výzkum. 

Výzkumná slovesa se svou vysokou četností blížila k těm textovým. Jelikož jsou autoři 

povinni uznat přispění předešlých studií, jsou také schopni tyto práce analyzovat, či na ně 

navazovat a interpretovat výsledky v současném kontextu ku prospěchu svých vlastních 

výzkumů, a to nejčastěji za použití výzkumných sloves. 

Při analýze podstatných jmen uvozujících nepřímou řeč byla brána v potaz sémantická 

klasifikace, která byla vytvořena na základě kategorizace již vytvořené uznávanými akademiky 

pro slovesa, a syntaktické pozice, které mohou tato podstatná jména zaujmout. 

Jak již bylo zmíněno, bylo nalezeno celkem 32 výskytů těchto podstatných jmen. 

Nejčastěji se opakující podstatná jména byla analysis a finding, označující popis průběhu 

výzkumu. Co se týče sémantické kategorizace těchto podstatných jmen, výsledky zastoupení 

různých typů byly mírně odlišné od analýzy sloves. V tomto případě se objevovala nejčastěji 

výzkumná podstatná jména, která měla četnost přes 56 procent, tedy více než polovina případů. 

Tento výsledek potvrzuje předchozí výrok o nominalizaci, tedy že napomáhá koncentrovat 

obsah věty do jmenné fráze, čehož se podle dat z korpusu využívá primárně u podstatných jmen 
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výzkumných, za účelem výzkum představit a stručně okomentovat, a dále a podrobněji se jím 

zabývat v dalších větách. Ve shodě s výsledky zastoupení sloves byla ovšem skupina duševních 

podstatných jmen, a to s pouze třemi výskyty. Zde je možné aplikovat stejnou interpretaci jako 

u sloves, a to, že nepodložené a nepotvrzené výroky jsou zřídkakdy citovány. Textová podstatná 

jména byla zastoupena z 34 procent, tedy poměrně méně než výzkumný typ. Z kontextu užití 

těchto podstatných jmen je možné vyvodit, že autoři je používají pro posílení a zvýšení 

relevance svých vlastních argumentů. 

Ze syntaktického hlediska mohou podstatná jména uvozující nepřímou řeč zaujmout 

pozici podmětu, předmětu nebo části příslovečného určení ve větách, které mohou a nemusí 

obsahovat vztažnou větu začínající spojkou that. Nicméně věty, ve kterých se tato vztažná věta 

nenachází, obsahují v podstatných jménech anaforickou nebo výjimečně také kataforickou 

referenci, tedy odkaz k něčemu, co již bylo řečeno nebo co řečeno bude v další větě. Anaforická 

reference je velmi častá, jelikož je pro autory pravděpodobně přirozenější odkazovat na již 

zmíněné výroky v textu, stejně tak jako pro čtenáře je tento typ odkazu přívětivější, kdy pro ně 

může text vypadat lépe organizovaný a metodický. 

Celkově tedy z analýzy vyplývá, že slovesa uvozující nepřímou řeč jsou mnohem více 

využívána v akademickém diskurzu než podstatná jména. Slovesa jsou nejčastější formou 

uznání předchozích přispění předešlých autorů, která lze zároveň využít k zaujmutí vlastního 

stanoviska vzhledem k výroku, autorovi, nebo celému výzkumu, a také prostřednictvím těchto 

sloves lze demonstrovat vysoká míra znalosti v oboru, a tudíž kompetence k vytvoření 

výzkumu. Dle sémantického hlediska převládají textová slovesa a výzkumná podstatná jména. 

Z gramatických kategorií sloves se nejvíce používá přítomný čas prostý bez vidu s činným 

rodem, což potvrzuje, že se autoři nejvíce snaží o neutrálnost svého jazyka, s co nejmenším 

zabarvením, za účelem se stát a zůstat uznávaným členem akademické diskurzivní komunity. 
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Appendix A Mental Verbs 

1. McNally adopts the ideas of Pustejovsky that... (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

2. Del Pinal adopts a Pustejovskyan framework, with the typical four qualia... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

3. Liaw and English , for instance, attempt to identify specific linguistic characteristics... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

4. Kastronic and Poplack focus on the spoken language... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

5. ...for fudged variants in the North which, as Beal indicates, are associated with middle 

class speech. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

6. All of these studies, however, neglect the formulaic nature... (non-integral citation, 

negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

7. However, as noted by Dell, if the learner only minimizes... (integral citation, positive 

stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

8. As noted by Halle and Chomsky, speakers judge... (integral citation, positive stance, 

passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

9. For words like [blik], as Chomsky and Halle note, the situation is... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

10. As noted by Katzir, this perspective highlights... (integral citation, positive stance, 

passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

11. Labov does note, however, that these speakers are in the minority... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

12. ...Stein noted a frequent split... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, present simple) 

13. As van der Kolk et al. Critically note, current research on... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

14. As Spencer-Oatey notes, there has been no agreement on... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

15. Much research has noted different kinds of participation... (non-integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 
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16. The problem, however, as Spencer-Oatey notes, is that there is no consensus... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

17. Although, as Lukač notes, ‘more than ever before...’ (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

18. Van Rijt and Coppen note that the current mainstream... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

19. As noted for instance by Grondelaers and van Hout, standard Dutch... (integral 

citation, positive stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

20. CURs, then, offer one way in which patterns can be captured. (non-integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

21. The present paper offers a concrete application of this idea... (non-integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

22. Although Hoover and Tunmer’s statement that the components are theoretically 

distinct and empirically isolable constituents has been questioned. (non-integral 

citation, negative stance, passive voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

23. The way of how such condensed presentations can be read is questioned by Lorenzer. 

(integral citation, negative stance, passive voice, present simple) 

24. From a medical-anthropological point of view, the PTSD concept has itself been 

questioned by Young... (integral citation, negative stance, passive voice, perfective 

aspect, present perfect) 

25. Zeyer and Dillon see scientific literacy as essential... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

26. For instance, some linguists think that the semantics of verbs include... (non-integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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Appendix B Research Verbs 

1. Rasin et al. accomplished a similar task... (integral citation, positive stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

2. Deppermann and Lucius-Hoene analyzed accounts of traumatic experiences... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

3. Thus, Schumacher analyzed the differences between... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

4. More recently, Strycharczuk et al. analyzed reading passage data (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

5. Sankoff’s paper is analyzing the speech of Nick and Neil... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, progressive aspect, present continuous) 

6. ...various studies are analyzing the speech of Northerners living in the South... (non-

integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, progressive aspect, present continuous) 

7. Cameron analyzed transcripts of school children... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

8. Baer is analyzing poems by Charles Baudelaire... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, progressive aspect, present continuous) 

9. While he was analyzing the children’s stories, Stein noted… (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, progressive aspect, past continuous) 

10. Hubers et al. conducted an online pretest... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

11. Román and Busch conducted a systemic-functional analysis... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

12. Lass argues that evidence from 17th century reports demonstrates that... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

13. Although Sankoff demonstrates that Nick and Neil have... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

14. However, recent results from Chiu and Evans demonstrate that... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

15. These studies demonstrate that changes in effect strength... (non-integral citation, 

postive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

16. This case demonstrates identity performance at the extreme end... (non-integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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17. Macagno and Bigi too have demonstrated the usefulness of the move... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

18. Bucholtz demonstrates students’ linguistic resources... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

19. Martinez and Murphy demonstrate convincingly that comprehension analyses... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

20. The ‘Desired’ move category was developed by Boon. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

21. ...a term that refers to the concept which was developed by Winnicott... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

22. The stanza analysis approach was developed further for narratives told by children by 

Gee. (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

23. Wittgenstein differentiates two meaning of understanding:… (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

24. Guo and Roehrig, for instance, established that vocabulary... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

25. The study conducted by Ng et al. examines techniques used... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

26. Wittgenstein exemplifies in an earlier letter that... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

27. Jakobson exemplifies a similar use of paronomasia... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

28. ...Lorenzer who, following Langer, explores the dual character of language... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

29. While Hogeweg finds the initial activation... (integral citation, positive stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

30. While Hogeweg finds the initial activation, she does not find evidence for suppression. 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

31. Interestingly, both Plag et al. and Zimmermann find that voiced plural S... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

32. Bennis and Hinskens find that a decrease in... (integral citation, positive stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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33. In a large-scale online survey, MacKenzie, Bailey and Turton found that 82% of 

speakers... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past 

simple) 

34. Some studies have found that the phonetic properties of segments... (non-integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

35. Hedia and Plag found that the nasal consonant of the locative... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

36. Seyfarth et al. also found differences in stem and suffix durations... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

37. Similarly, Drager found that the different functions of like... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

38. Thus, Smith et al. found acoustic differences between morphemic... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

39. Walsh and Parker tested plural /s/ in a reading experiment and found that the plural... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

40. Song et al. found a significant difference between plural... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

41. Zimmermann found phonetic effects in New Zealand English... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

42. The same durational contrasts were found, plus a few more. (non-integral citation, 

positive stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

43. Seyfarth et al. Investigated homophone pairs and found suffixal... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

44. ...both Plat et al. and Zimmermann have found rather complex patterns... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

45. Our example is a phenomenon known as anti-priming which was found by Marsolek. 

(integral citation, positive stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

46. ...Hubers and de Hoop found that the use of dan ‘than’... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

47. Hubers et al. found that only 5% of the high-educated speakers... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

48. Orekses found unanimous agreement among scientists... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 
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49. She found that, while some metaphors supported... (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

50. Niebert and Gropengiesser review 24 studies... and found a large number of... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

51. Thibodeau and Boroditsky found that the use of different metaphors... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

52. Vajjala and Meuers found that combining lexical and syntactic features... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

53. ...divergences from the genre-specific norms identified for IFBs by Barbara and Scott. 

(integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

54. This kind of theory, and others such as Moder Type Theory, implement a rich 

meanings account... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked 

aspect, present simple) 

55. Hogeweg empirically investigates the interpretation of adjective... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

56. Several studies have investigated phonologically homophonous affixes... (non-integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

57. Plag et al. investigated multi-functional word-final [s] and [z]… (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

58. Gahl investigated the acoustic realization of 223 supposedly homophonous word 

pairs... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

59. In particular, there are some previous studies available that have investigated the 

phenomenon... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, perfective aspect, 

present perfect) 

60. Plag and colleagues investigated final S in a sample... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

61. Seyfarth et al. investigated homophone pairs and found... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

62. Shepardson investigated mental models of the greenhouse effect... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

63. Since Rohdenburg measured complexity in terms of the number of words... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 
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64. They observed that switching from mass to count terms was easier... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

65. ...the cost involved in switching from mass to count was considerably less, and 

comparable to what Schumacher has observed. (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

66. ...how the differences between the different types of word-final S were observed by 

Plag. (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

67. Plag et al. observed a difference as well for genitive plurals... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

68. Rosemeyer and Schwenter observed persistence effects... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

69. Waller observes an increasing rate of complementizer omission. (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

70. As Hymes observes with regard to the transcription of oral narratives, it makes a 

difference... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

71. As Hymes observes, narrative patterning may embody an implicit logic of 

experience... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

72. Pustejovsky proposed that repair is a language internal affair. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

73. McNally proposes that this analysis can be seen... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

74. ...suppresion in general speaks against thin meaning accounts such as proposed by 

Bierwisch and Schreuder... (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked 

aspect) 

75. Since language-specific constraints have occasionally been proposed in the literature... 

(non-integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

76. Kerswill proposes a hierarchy of difficulty for language change... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

77. … the concept which was developed by Winnicott who proposes that it is in such 

intermediate... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 
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78. Specifically, Reisigl and Wodak propose a series of methodological steps... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

79. In the conceptual theory of metaphor proposed by Lakoff and Johnson... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

80. He proposes the more specific notion of scenario... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

81. ...the metaphor identification procedure proposed by Pragglejaz Group. (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

82. Shepardson et al. searched for conceptual models rather than metaphors... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

83. Chambers and Trudgil separate varieties which show intermediate forms... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

84. ...but many examples show that it is difficult to find necessary conditions... (non-

integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

85. These results show that the underlying operations are different... (non-integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

86. While they argue that their results show that in both cases... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

87. As such, McNally argues that this shows that rich, structured, qualia styled 

representations... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple) 

88. Blazej and Cohen-Goldberg showed that free and bound variants of a stem... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

89. ...the same patterns of durational differences hold for New Zealand English, as has 

been shown in a study... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, perfective 

aspect, present perfect) 

90. Research on lexemes has shown that homophonous lexemes show striking phonetic 

difference. (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, perfective aspect, 

present perfect) 

91. In their theoretical discussion, the authors show that no extant theory can account for 

these facts. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 
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92. Their study showed that the rate of subjunctives decreases... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

93. The study also showed, however, that the offender did not seem to use moves... (non-

integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

94. They show that verbalizations of traumatic experience... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

95. However, he shows that this technique can equally be applied... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

96. As the famous psychoanalyst Ferenczi showed, silence is often an inherent 

characteristic of sexual child abuse... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, past simple) 

97. The aforementioned pretest conducted by Hubers et al. showed that the incorrect use... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

98. Entman shows how, broadly speaking, frames can be identified... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

99. For example, Musolff shows how some specific uses of metaphor... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

100. Hauser and Schwarz have similarly shown how metaphorical descriptions... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

101. Walsh and Parker tested plural /s/ against non-morphemic /s/... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

102. Langer, whose work has had a lasting influence in particular on visual theory, 

has undertaken to further explore the qualities... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 
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Appendix C Textual Verbs 

1. As McNally argues, formal semanticists have traditionally worked with such 

relatively impoverished lexical meaning... (integral citation, negative stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

2. Various authors in linguistics have argued that certain linguistic phenomena can only 

be explained if we assume the availability... (non-integral citation, negative stance, 

active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

3. While they argue that they results show that in both cases there is an operation... 

(integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

4. McNally adopts the ideas of Pustejovsky and argues that formal semanticists should 

consider... (integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

5. McNally argues that Pustejovsky’s qualia structures are also able to explain... (integral 

citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

6. Previously, McNally and Boleda argued that nouns have a kind argument... (integral 

citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

7. As such, McNally argues that this shows that rich, structured... (integral citation, 

negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

8. Hogeweg argues that suppression in general speaks against thin meaning accounts... 

(integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

9. Lass argues that evidence from 17th century reports demonstrates that... (integral 

citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

10. Rohdenburg argues that the use of the preposition correlates... (integral citation, 

negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

11. Macagno and Bigi argue that the dialogue move provides an important middle 

ground... (integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

12. ...the psychiatrist and political philosopher Frantz Fanon argued that for the 

colonized... (integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past 

simple) 

13. Arendt argues in relation to the situation of refugees and displaced persons that 

conditions... (integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 
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14. Baumann et al. and Murphy et al. also argue that the success of learning languages... 

(integral citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

15. Huysmans argues that insecurity has become a key organizing principle... (integral 

citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

16. Knudsen argues that popularizations often open up and extend metaphors... (integral 

citation, negative stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

17. Some authors call the mechanism co-composition... (non-integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

18. Langer...has undertaken to further explore the qualities and potentialities of what 

Wittgenstein calls showing and what she conceptualizes as presentational symbolism. 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

19. ...better understanding of what Coupland and Coupland called discourse of the 

unsayable. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past 

simple) 

20. ...radical disruption of the basic trust that the world ‘goes on’, of what Husserl called 

the ‘undsoweiter’. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

past simple) 

21. Miller includes what he calls the military metaphor among the words... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

22. Spencer-Oatey cites Ting Toomey... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, present simple) 

23. He cites the metaphorical use of ‘chaperone’... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

24. ...82% of speakers north of the Midlands claim that foot and cut rhyme... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

25. While it has been claimed that the different options... (non-integral citation, positive 

stance, passive voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

26. ...as Lorenzer claims, in its scenic form, speech is able to create... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

27. Boyd claims that parallels drawn between people and computers... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

28. In particular, they conclude that the subjunctive has played no more than... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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29. Deppermann and Lucius-Hoene conclude that verbalizations of traumatic experience... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

30. Rose and Walker define a long-distance interaction as... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

31. Fischer and Riedesser define trauma as a vital experience... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

32. Many researcher define forum participation as... (non-integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

33. Buzan et al. defined the securitization as a discursive process... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

34. Genre is defined by Reisigl and Wodak as a socially conventionalized... (integral 

citation, positive stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

35. He proposes the more specific notion of scenario as a specific subdomain category, 

which he defines as... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple) 

36. Martinez loosely define them as fixed, recurrent phrases... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

37. Ellis describes the intermediate country... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

38. Sankoff describes a scene in one episode... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

39. Such insights may well assist with the wider project as described by Grant and 

MacLeod. (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

40. ...trauma, described by Luckhurst as a complex knot that binds... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

41. ...trauma as a conception follows a logic described by Foucault in his historical 

account... (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

42. Arthur Goldschmidt describes German as a language that... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

43. Cooke describes the publication of a 2002... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

44. In quantitative hypercorrection, as first introduced and described by Labov... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 
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45. ...others led to alternative understandings that can be described as inaccurate. (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

46. In contrast, all the citations of ‘band’ occur in a single interview, appearing to 

exemplify a phenomenon first described by Cameron. (integral citation, neutral stance, 

passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

47. Ritchie describes framing as a useful shared metaphor... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

48. Cameron et al. describe conceptual metaphors... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

49. Cameron et al. describe systematic metaphors as emerging... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

50. … considered the pattern of optional (l)iquid deletion in French, discussed by Dell... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

51.  Rasin et al. discuss specific encoding schemes... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

52. Plag et al. discuss a number of possible explanations... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

53. Grant and MacLeod discuss the various resources... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

54. … disrupted temporal contexts and the nature of reference to self, as was discussed by 

O’Kearney... (integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

55. Cameron and Deignan discuss the metaphorical uses of the noun... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

56. Seyfarth and colleagues did not properly distinguish between different... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

57. They distinguish between narrative and traumatic memory. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

58. Pickering and Keightley distinguish between memories which have become... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

59. She distinguishes this presentational mode of meaning... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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60. Bettelheim draws attention to the importance of fairy tales... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

61. Lorenzer emphasizes the moment of confusion... (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

62. Lakoff and Johnson emphasize that the choice of source... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

63. … Musolff emphasizes that scenarios are extracted from... (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

64. A classical view such as Bierwisch and Schreuder explains them in terms of... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

65. Asher explains these cases of coercion using... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

66. … he explains privative modification as an operation... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

67. As Beal explains, it is often middle class speakers... (integral citation, neutral stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

68. As Langer explains, referring to the psychoanalytical notion... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

69. However, this conclusion also highlights the stakes for the combination... (non-

integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

70. Moore and Keasrley highlighted the role played by technology... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

71. A series of studies by Ritchie and colleagues have highlighted particularly the 

importance of... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, 

present perfect) 

72. Pustejovsky following Moravcsik’s rendition of Aristotle’s four causes, introduced the 

idea of... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

73. In quantitative hypercorrection, as first introduced and described by Labov... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect)  

74. The few empirical studies done on this kind of coercion effects point out the direction 

taken... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 
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75. Frisson and Frazer point out the same direction. (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

76. Minkova points out that the phonetic rationale for this is clear... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

77. Braber and Flynn point out that this unusual result... (integral citation, positive stance, 

active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

78. … Ritchie also points out that it is defined differently by different researchers. 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

79. Musolff points out the inadequacy of the general notion of conceptual domain... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

80. Martinez and Schmitt have pointed out that research has now established... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

81. Intriguingly, Flynn and Braber, who present one of the only sociolinguistically-

informed... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

82. Evans and Iverson present a series of perceptions and production experiments... 

(integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

83. In contrast, the presentational projection presents the components... (non-integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

84. Boyd presented theory-constitutive and pedagogic metaphors... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

85. Schumacher refers to the operation that takes place in the ‘bottle’... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

86. Beal reports no evidence of the split... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, present simple) 

87. Maguire’s survey reports similar numbers. (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

88. … Braber and Flynn... report that although the vowels sounds the same... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

89. Sankoff reports that her own grandmother... (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

90. As was reported by Plag et al., inclusion of these measures... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 
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91. Hundt reports a strong predominance of the subjunctive... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

92. Ruohonen reports that the raid of subjunctive use is raised... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

93. Boykoff reported a continuing tendency in the news media... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, past simple) 

94. Gentner et al. report that the astronomer Johannes Kepler... (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

95. … German press reports on the single European currency. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

96. While grammars are stated in terms of an a priori programming language... (integral 

citation, positive stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

97. … let us illustrate this with a well-known example from English, due to Chomsky and 

Halle and originally stated in a learning framework... (integral citation, positive 

stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

98. Labov states that the importance of Received Pronunciation... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

99. As Lefevre states, the viewer thus must deal with the dual nature of figurative 

pictures... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

100. From the angle of psychotherapy, Zepf states: … (integral citation, positive 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

101. Spencer-Oatey cites Ting-Toomey, who states that: … (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

102. Reisigl and Wodak state that nomination of persons, objects, phenomena, and 

events... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

103. Cameron and Deignan more specifically state that their perspective on 

metaphor is... (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

104. Jeon and Yamashita, for instance, state that the approach is useful... (integral 

citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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105. Römer, in a corpus linguistic approach, also states that vocabulary and syntax 

are inseparable. (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple)  

106. Hyvärinen et al. stipulate that in order to be able to listen... (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

107. Van der Kolk stresses the enduring changes brought about by the experience of 

trauma. (integral citation, positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

108. However, she stresses that her study is primarily qualitative. (integral citation, 

positive stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

109. Zarcone suggests that hearers and readers are quite flexible... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

110. Second, language-specific constraints that need to be acquired have 

occasionally been suggested even within the OT literature. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, passive voice, perfective aspect, present perfect) 

111. Wells suggests that this is potentially how the split began. (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

112. English Dialects App also suggests that the split maybe spreading... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

113. Trudgill suggests just this: … (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, present simple) 

114. Bucholtz and Hall’s partialness principle suggests that identity construction 

may be deliberate... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple) 

115. A number of projects, many of which were carried out in South Africa, suggest 

that persons... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple) 

116. ...Milani provocatively suggests, because research at the margins questions... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

117. Breckner suggests a phenomenologically inspired method... (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

118. Enkvist suggests that style is concerned with frequencies of linguistic items... 

(integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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119. The analysis enabled us to relate them one of the four rapport orientations – 

enhancement, maintenance, neglect and challenge – suggested by Spencer-Oatey. 

(integral citation, neutral stance, passive voice, unmarked aspect) 

120. Reisigl and Wodak suggest that in examining a particular issue... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

121. Reisigl and Wodak suggest that five questions arise when conducting a 

qualitative text analysis. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked 

aspect, present simple) 

122. Their analysis suggested variance between expert and student understanding of 

mechanisms of climate change. (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, 

unmarked aspect, past simple) 

123. This is because, he suggests, ‘it is well-known that many patients... (integral 

citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

124. … but some studies suggest that structural knowledge might be an equally, if 

not more... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, 

present simple) 

125. Conklin and Schmitt surveying the literature, suggest that formulaic language 

makes up... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

126. Martinez and Murphy have suggested that, since formulaic language is 

ubiquitous... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, perfective aspect, present 

perfect) 

127. The present findings suggest that a greater awareness of the formulaic nature of 

language is needed... (non-integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked 

aspect, present simple) 

128. Stein... underlines in her analysis of the data the importance of pictorial 

means... (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 

129. Wittgenstein, in a letter to Bertrand Russell, writes: … (integral citation, 

neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

130. Brown, himself a scientist, writes that ‘... much of what scientists do – how 

they conceive of productive experiments...’ (integral citation, neutral stance, active 

voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 
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131. Schreiner et al. write ‘empowering students to deal responsibly with the 

climate issue should be an important goal of education’. (integral citation, neutral 

stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present simple) 

132. She writes ‘Metaphor works cognitively and pragmatically at the micro or local 

timescale...’ (integral citation, neutral stance, active voice, unmarked aspect, present 

simple) 
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Appendix D Reporting Nouns 

1. Between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of participants across the three modules only read 

without posting, which is in agreement with Wilkerson’s claim that 90 per cent forum 

participants read without contributing. (textual, direct object) 

2. In any case, his finding of the importance of phraseological knowledge for reading 

comprehension reinforces Martinez and Murphy’s claim that ‘multi-word expressions 

just may present a larger problem for reading comprehension than accounted for in the 

current literature’. (textual, direct object) 
3. It therefore seems justified to support Martinez and Schmitt’s claim that there is a 

‘need for a principled way to more systematically include formulaic sequences in L2 

pedagogy’. (textual, direct object) 
4. Their arguments have to do more with the attested variability in what a word can stand 

for. (textual, subject) 

5. We now turn to this case, building on the argument of Rasin & Katzir that, unless a 

preference for markedness over faithfulness is incorporated, an MDL learner would 

still need to abandon ROTB and adopt CURs to avoid the ERP. (textual, direct object) 

6. Their basic observation, however, is straightforward: (research, subject) 

7. These assumptions include both cases in which the constraints are given to the child in 

advance and cases in which they are acquired. (mental, subject) 

8. However, this conclusion also highlights the stakes for the combination of given 

constraints and markedness over faithfulness. (textual, subject) 

9. his conclusion is important because it challenges the received wisdom of a revival of 

the subjunctive in the early 20th century. (textual, subject) 

10. they come to the conclusion that it is not possible to speak of a specific language of 

trauma as there is a broad spectrum of possible trauma-related representational 

phenomena. (textual, indirect object) 

11. Reports from Wells would also seem to support this view. (textual, subject) 

12. Ferragne & Pellegrino’s analysis of numerous varieties of English based on a single 

speaker reports a complete lack of split for East Yorkshire English, Lancashire, 

Liverpool and Newcastle in their hood–hud pairs. (research, subject) 

13. This issue will be addressed on the basis of Levin’s analysis of collective nouns in 

English. (research, indirect object) 

14. Levin’s analysis of agreement with collective nouns reveals that singular agreement 

on verbs is the rule at very short lags whereas plural agreement predominates at longer 

lags. (research, subject) 

15. the analysis enabled us to relate them to one of the four rapport orientations—
enhancement, maintenance, neglect, and challenge—suggested by Spencer-Oatey. 

(research, subject) 

16. Román and Busch conducted a systemic-functional analysis of the language of US 

middle-school science textbooks. (research, direct object) 

17. Their analysis suggested variance between expert and student understandings of the 

mechanisms of climate change. (research, subject) 

18. Guo and Roehrig, for instance, established in a confirmatory factor analysis that 

vocabulary knowledge and syntactic awareness should be collapsed into a single 

‘language’ factor. (research, direct object) 
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19. All of these recent findings challenge traditional models of phonology. (research, 

subject) 

20. Plag et al. discuss a number of possible explanations for their findings, none of which 

were found to be satisfactory. (research, indirect object) 

21. The findings are robust across corpora and across varieties. (research, subject) 

22. Their findings included that the extensive use of modal verbs in their corpus suggested 

uncertainty about climate change. (research, subject) 

23. It seems that students tend to make extensive use of their knowledge of literal 

referents of metaphorical terms, as is consistent with Cameron’s findings. (research, 

direct object) 

24. In any case, his finding of the importance of phraseological knowledge for reading 

comprehension reinforces Martinez and Murphy’s claim that ‘multi-word expressions 

just may present a larger problem for reading comprehension than accounted for in the 

current literature’. (research, subject) 

25. The present findings suggest that a greater awareness of the formulaic nature of 

language is needed among both teachers and test developers. (research, subject) 

26. In their theoretical discussion, the authors show that no extant theory can account for 

these facts. (textual, adverbial) 

27. In broad agreement with Kastronic & Poplack’s hypothesis, the subjunctive is less 

frequently found in the spoken than the written data. (mental, indirect object) 

28. Entman provides an overarching definition of ‘framing’ that aims to reconcile the 
different uses of the term in different disciplines in relation to communication: 

(research, direct object) 

29. following Steen et al.’s definition of ‘direct metaphor’ within their ‘MIPVU’ extension 
of the Pragglejaz Group’s MIP. (research, direct object) 

30. According to Nattinger and DeCarrico’s definition of phrasal expressions, the 

construct of Martinez’ test represents the middle ground between the two extreme 

ends of the vocabulary-syntax cline. (research, adjunct of reporting) 

31. Although Hoover and Tunmer’s statement that the components are ‘theoretically 
distinct and empirically isolable constituents’ has been questioned. (textual, subject) 

32. Bowles’ recommendations for data collection and analyses to minimize any 

disadvantages associated with think-alouds. (mental, subject) 
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